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Conventional first order DBR gratings in III-V waveguides often require hundreds of
microns to achieve near 100% reflected power and provide narrow spectral reflectivity width for
a single wavelength, limiting temperature performance of devices. Narrow reflectivity spectral
width is desired for spectroscopy and wavelength division multiplexing applications where
device temperature is regulated. However, Enhanced Coupling Strength (ECS) gratings provide
in-plane reflectors with significantly higher reflected power per unit length, broad spectral
reflectivities, and reduced losses at the waveguide-grating interface in III-V waveguides. These
properties of ECS gratings allow integration of optical components such as high-speed
modulators with short horizontal cavity lasers that can operate without temperature control over
wide temperature and wavelength ranges.
ECS gratings improve the grating coupling coefficient, κ, through two mechanisms. First, the
relative permittivity difference is increased on either side of the grating boundary with a layer of
low index material (relative to the high index III-V material). By covering the low index material
with a high index cover layer, the fraction of the waveguide mode power interacting with the
0
grating region (Γgrating = ∫−𝑡
𝐸𝑝∗ (𝑥)𝐸𝑞 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥) is substantially increased. The result is that the
𝑔

increase in both (𝑛12 − 𝑛22 ) and Γg enhances the coupling coefficient given by
vi

𝜅𝑝𝑞 =

0
𝜔𝜖0
𝑏𝑚 (𝑛12 − 𝑛22 ). ∫ 𝐸𝑝∗ (𝑥)𝐸𝑞 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
4
−𝑡𝑔

The theoretical dependance of the peak and spectral width of the reflected power as a
function of cover layer thickness, grating depth, and duty cycle is investigated using FloquetBloch analysis for two different ECS grating geometries.
Integration of ECS grating reflector structures within a novel high-speed Laser-ElectroAbsorption-Modulator (Laser-EAM) Transmitters is discussed. The prospective Laser-EAM
Transmitter is calculated to provide data speeds greater than 100 Gbps NRZ with lower cost,
reduced latency, and lower power consumption than existing commercial devices.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The work presented in this thesis is motivated by a long-term effort in building a highspeed Laser-Electro-Absorption-Modulator (EAM) [1]. The Laser-EAM Transmitter (Fig. 1a)
aims to replace current VCSEL solutions in short-haul CWDM applications such as data farms
because it offers higher data rate speed, smaller size, and lower power consumption (<1pJ). The
low-capacitance EAM has calculated operating speeds of >100 Gbps per channel non-return-tozero (NRZ or PAM2), compared to current VCSELs that have struggled to increase data rates
higher than 28 GBd PAM4 [2]-[7]. An array of such devices coupled into a 12-fiber ribbon (Fig.
1b) with 6 wavelengths/fiber ranging from 1250-1650 nm would provide a 7.2 Tbps transmission
speed. Fabrication from a single monolithic epitaxial growth allows lasing and EAM absorption
peaks to match over vast operating temperature ranges (-40 to 100 ºC) eliminating the need for
temperature compensation and significantly reducing device energy consumption. Such
operating temperature ranges would cause traditional DFB, DBR, and VCSEL lasers to
experience issues with disassociation between gain peaks and reflectivity peaks changing at
different rates. Typically, gain peaks change at a rate of 3-5 Å/ ºC while reflectivity peaks
change at a rate of less than 1Å/ ºC. As disassociation between the two peaks increases, a higher
threshold current is required to operate at the power level where the gain and reflectivity peaks
line up. Furthermore, conventional DBR lasers have hundreds of µm of gratings to achieve
90+% reflectivity [8]. The work presented in this thesis focuses on developing Enhanced
1

Coupling Strength (ECS) grating reflectors that are short (~10µm long) and have broad
reflectivity to eliminate optical power drop off as temperature changes, allowing maximum
performance over large temperature and wavelength ranges.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: a) 3-dimensional view of a single element of a 100 Gbps Laser-EAM; b) 3-dimensional
view of an array of flipped 100 Gbps Laser-EAMs

Two ECS methods are investigated, the first method combines a low index conformal
“liner” (ECSL) around the grating region with a high index cover layer to enhance grating
outcoupler performance [9],[10]. The second method, ECS No Liner (ECSNL), combines a low
index material filling in the grating grooves with a high index cover layer placed on top of the
grating region. Chapter II compares both ECS methods along with a conventional grating
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structure in basic III-V photonic waveguides for incorporation into Laser-EAM Transmitter
structures with complete designs provided for wavelengths of 1310 (Chapter III) and 1550
(Chapter IV) nm. This chapter discusses concepts related to semiconductor lasers, gratings, and
the relevance of the ECS gratings in III-V lasers.

1.1 Semiconductor Devices and Materials
Semiconductor devices that emit light, such as Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) or lasers, are
made from III-V materials, such as InP or GaAs, or II-VI compounds where III-V and II-VI refer
to columns in the Periodic Table. Emitted light ranging from UV to infrared depends on the
semiconductor alloys used, as wavelength is primarily determined by band gap energy (Eg). The
band gap energy is defined as the difference between the lowest level of the conduction band and
the highest level of the valence, which is intrinsically determined from the materials.
Semiconductors with direct bandgaps produce efficient light when an electron in the conduction
band combines with a hole in the valence band, producing a photon. The energy of the photon
produced is approximately equal to the band gap energy allowing a relation between the band
gap energy and wavelength, given by:

𝐸𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛 = 𝐸𝑔 = ℎ𝑓 =

ℎ𝑐
𝜆

(1)

The frequency of the photon is 𝑓, Planck’s constant is ℎ, and the speed of light in a
vacuum is 𝑐. The wavelength of light can therefore be written as:
𝜆=

ℎ𝑐
𝐸𝑔

3

(2)

An approximation for the wavelength of light in µm is given below when Eg has units of
electron volts (eV):
𝜆 (µ𝑚) ≅

1.24
𝐸𝑔 (𝑒𝑉)

(3)

Semiconductor compounds with larger bandgap energies produce shorter wavelength
light while smaller bandgaps produce light at longer wavelength. Figure 2 shows the bandgap
energy as a function of lattice constant for commonly used semiconductor alloys with
wavelengths ranging from ~0.6 to 10 µm [11]

Figure 2: Bandgap energy as a function of lattice constant for various semiconductor alloys [11].

The design of the semiconductor laser within the Laser-EAM Transmitter incorporates an
alloy of the quaternary material system of AlInGaAs due to the wide potential operational
wavelength range. Wavelengths of 1310 and 1550 nm were chosen due to the extensive
development within optical communication for two Laser-EAM Transmitter structures.
Composition of the quaternary materials are then lattice-matched to be grown on an InP
4

substrate, which comprise the Laser-EAM waveguides considered for the grating reflectors in
this thesis.

1.1.1 Semiconductor Lasers
LEDs emit light when an electron in the conduction band recombines with a hole in
valence band, called spontaneous emission. Light produced through spontaneous emission is
incoherent due to the photons having broad wavelength spectrums that propagate in arbitrary
directions with random phases. In semiconductor lasers, photons produced by electron-hole
recombination can stimulate the production of other photons, stimulated emission of radiation,
when the gain region contains an inverted population of electrons [12], [13]. Photons produced
through stimulated emission have identical characteristics (phase, direction, and frequency)
yielding highly monochromatic, directional, coherent light. Hence the acronym of laser for Light
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. A semiconductor laser begins to lase when
the round-trip gain is equal to the resonator losses, which is defined by the following equation
for threshold gain:

𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡 +

1
1
) = Γ𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙
ln (
2𝐿
𝑅1 𝑅2

(4)

Where 𝛼𝑖𝑛𝑡 is internal loss, cavity length is 𝐿, and 𝑅1 𝑅2 is the reflectivity of the front and
rear mirror facets or gratings. Internal loss is due to factors such as absorption losses, scattering
losses, doping concentration, and defects within the laser structure. Γ𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 is the confinement
factor, or fractional mode power, of the active region and is equivalent to the sum of the quantum
well (QW) confinement factors in a QW laser structure. 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 symbolizes the material gain
of the active regions of the laser.
5

First-generation laser diodes were homojunctions constructed from identical
semiconductor material with identical band gap energy but different doping types. Soon after, a
heterostructure was created by sandwiching material with lower band gap energy (gain region)
between two cladding layers with relatively higher band gap energy, which resulted in the
increase of optical gain. This became known as a double-heterostructure laser since the laser gain
region is sandwiched between a semiconductor material with higher band gap energy on both
sides. A heterojunction is created by matching the lattice constants of both semiconductor
materials, which can be determined through similar graphs to Figure 2. The difference in band
gap energies between the gain region and cladding layers allow the confinement of electrons in
the conduction band and holes in the valence band within the active layers. Cladding layers with
higher band gap energy correspond to lower indices of refraction compared to the active layers
with lower band gap energy having higher indices of refraction, as shown in the index profile of
Figure 3. The difference in indices of refraction between the active and cladding regions
provides optical confinement increasing the fraction of light propagating within active region,
which is equivalent to Γ𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 in Equation (4).
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Figure 3. Illustration of double-heterostructure laser with carrier and optical confinement
provided from an active region with lower band gap energy and higher index of refraction than
cladding layers [13].

1.2 Electro-Absorption Modulators
Electro-absorption Modulators (EAM) are optical components that can be modulated
through an externally applied voltage to control the amount of light absorbed from an optical
input. EAMs are commonly used for optical fiber communication applications since they have
low operating voltages and can attain high (many tens of Ghz) modulation bandwidths. Further,
EAMs integrated with laser diodes in photonic integrated circuits (PICs) form data transmitters
[14]-[16].
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One principal of electro-absorption is the Franz-Keldysh Effect [17], where an induced
electric field can cause absorption within bulk semiconductor material. Normally, photons with
energy lower than the band gap cannot be absorbed or are only very weakly absorbed; however,
with an applied electric field, the band gap tilts. A state in the conduction band now exists where
the absorption of a photon with lower energy (ℎ𝜐) allows an electron to transition to the
conduction band since the tail ends of the carrier wavefunction overlap within the bandgap, as
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Band diagrams of bulk semiconductor material without and with an applied field
causing absorption [16].

Under applied fields and at lower temperatures, sharp resonances and step-like increases
in absorption spectra for bulk semiconductor materials are formed due to excitons, or
electrostatically bound electron-hole pairs close to the band edge. However, excitonic peaks are
eliminated within bulk semiconductors at room temperature due to ionization, or disassociation
of the electron-hole pair, occurring almost immediately from thermal energy.
8

The primary principle of most EAMs is the Quantum Confined Stark Effect (QCSE)
[16],[18]-[20], which addresses the effect of an applied field on the absorption spectrum within a
QW structure. A QW structure consists of alternating thin layers of semiconductor of higher and
lower bandgap energies that confine carriers in the smaller band gap QWs due to the potential
difference of the conduction and valence bands. Within these potential wells, there is a single, or
multiple, bound energy states (left side of Figure 5). When an electric field is applied, the band
gap tilts. This deepens the wells and causes the wavefunction to reside more strongly on the
deeper side of the well. This results in allowing photons of lower energy to be absorbed but
reduces the overlap of the wavefunctions (Figure 5). Typically, QWs are around 10 nm thick.
This is sufficiently thick to allow the wavefunctions to primarily reside in the deeper side of the
tilted well resulting in both the reduced overlap of the wavefunctions and the increase of
absorption at longer wavelengths.

Figure 5. Franz-Keldysh Effect within a Quantum Confined structure.
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Increasing the applied electric field, and thus the tilt, decreases the overlap of the carrier
wavefunctions further, reducing excitonic peak absorption at a specific Energy (eV), or
wavelength. Further, the absorption band edge shifts to longer wavelengths due to the
wavefunction primarily residing in the deeper end of the well, the Stark Effect (SE). Either the
shift in absorption edge or the decrease in wavefunction overlap due to an applied electric field
within a QW structure can be used for optical modulation in an EAM. In figure 6 for example the
lasing wavelength is near 1310 nm. At 0 volts applied the absorption is less than at 0.5 volts
reverse bias. This is an example of absorption modulation using the band edge shift. However,
going from 0.5 volts to any higher reverse bias near 1310 nm results in a lower absorption with
the higher reverse bias. This uses the wavefunction overlap reduction method. These both can be
used for an EAM. Traditionally the combination of lasing wavelength and absorption spectrum is
chosen to operate further out in the absorption tails where the shift in the band edge tends to
work the best. In addition, operating in overlap reduction region, provides a degree of positive
feedback, where the absorbed carriers in transit reduce the applied field causing increased
absorption. The modification of the applied field by carriers in transit limits the power handling
capability of the device for either method. It is critical to design the active region to effectively
sweep out absorbed carriers to maximize the power handling capability. Controlled tunneling is
an effective method.
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Figure 6. Effective absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength for various applied
modulation voltages for 1310 nm Laser-EAM Transmitter.

For EAMs that are configured into Ridge Waveguide structures, like the Laser-EAM
Transmitter device, the effective absorption coefficient depends on the actual absorption (shifted
by applied voltages) of the material and confinement factor of the active region, Γ𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 .
Therefore, having highly absorbent material comprising the gain region with a high confinement
factor will yield strong absorption that can be modulated between low voltages.

1.3 Optical Waveguide Gratings
The most basic semiconductor laser is a Fabry–Pérot (FP) laser, consisting of a gain
medium and cleaved output facets that provide optical feedback to stimulate lasing. Due to the
high refractive index of semiconductor materials, each facet partially reflects photons back into
the gain medium to stimulate emission of other photons, increasing laser efficiency. Uncoated
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facets emit equal power from both ends and typically have a natural reflectivity of ~30%,
depending on semiconductor materials used. One method of improving facet loss is to apply
highly reflective (HR) coatings to a single facet substantially improving reflectivity to over 90%.
Doing so considerably lowers the lasing gain threshold while improving the light from the front
facet.
Another method is incorporated by conventional Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) and
Distributed Feedback (DFB) lasers, which is placing Bragg gratings at rear facets to optically
filter undesired lasing wavelengths, resulting in a single longitudinal mode operating laser. Bragg
gratings are formed when periodic perturbations of alternating indices of refraction (𝑛1 and 𝑛2 )
are placed in the propagating direction of an optical waveguide. As light propagates through
grating structures, constructive interference occurs between the forward and backward
propagating modes, which is known as Bragg diffraction. Within a grating structure with a fixed
free space wavelength, 𝜆0 , specific resonant grating periods, Λ, where Bragg diffractions occur
are given by the Bragg condition:

𝛬=

𝑚𝜆𝑚
𝑚𝜆0
=
2
2𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

(5)

where 𝑚 is the grating order (integer value > 0), 𝜆𝑚 is the wavelength of light propagating
within the material, 𝜆0 is the wavelength of light propagating in free space, and 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the
effective index of the corresponding waveguide mode.
Constructive interference in first order (𝑚 = 1) gratings produces in-plane coupling
generating reflected and transmitted light parallel to the propagation direction within the
waveguide. Second order Bragg diffraction (𝑚 = 2) gratings reflect, transmit, and couple light
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vertically out of the waveguide into the superstrate and substrate (upward and downward). The
Bragg condition of a second-order grating is given by:
𝛬2𝑛𝑑 = 𝜆𝑚 =

𝜆0
𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

(6)

The strength of the first order coupling coefficient, 𝜅𝑝𝑞 , between a forward propagating
mode (p) and backward propagating mode (q) is given by the following perturbation formula
[21]-[23]:

𝜅𝑝𝑞 =

0
𝜔𝜖0
𝑏𝑚 (𝑛12 − 𝑛22 ). ∫ 𝐸𝑝∗ (𝑥)𝐸𝑞 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
4
−𝑡𝑔

(7)

where the angular frequency of the radiation is 𝜔, the permittivity of free space is 𝜀0 , and 𝑏𝑚 is
the Fourier coefficient corresponding to the first order grating period of the grating profile, 𝑛1 is
the index of refraction for the semiconductor grating “tooth”, 𝑛2 is the index of refraction of the
grating “groove”, and 𝑡𝑔 is the grating depth. The difference in relative permittivities between
the grating tooth and groove is denoted by (𝑛12 − 𝑛22 ) since relative permittivity is equal to the
square of refractive index. The integral portion of (7) defines the fraction of light confined within
the grating region or grating confinement factor (Γ𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 ).
Reflection and transmission amplitude coefficients, r and t, derived from Coupled Mode
Theory (CMT) provide the amplitude reflection (r) and transmission (t) for a grating of length 𝐿
given by [24], [25]:

𝑟=

−𝜅 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(𝑆𝐿)
Δ𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(𝑆𝐿) + 𝑖𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ(𝑆𝐿)

(8)

𝑡=

𝑖𝑆
Δ𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(𝑆𝐿) + 𝑖𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ(𝑆𝐿)

(9)
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𝜋

where 𝑆 = √|𝜅|2 − (Δ𝛽)2, Δ𝛽 = 𝛽 − Λ = 2(𝛽 − 𝛽0 ) is the detuning parameter, and 𝜅 is the
coupling coefficient defined in (7). The intensity of the light reflected and transmitted is
calculated by multiplying r and t by their complex conjugates ((8) and (9)).

1.3.1 Floquet-Bloch Theory
First order gratings that have shallow grating depths and non-radiating waveguides can be
analyzed using equations (8) and (9). However, numerical Floquet-Bloch analysis is used for
waveguides containing gratings of any order and for deep first order gratings that do not satisfy
perturbation theory [26]-[28]. The Floquet-Bloch theory matches electromagnetic fields at all
waveguide interfaces including the grating regions. The accuracy of this approach is dependent
on the number of terms denoted as space harmonics within the calculation, which would be exact
if taken to infinity. This contrasts with CMT or thin film approximations since the Floquet-Bloch
theory produces more accurate answers for deeper gratings and higher order gratings.
The y-component of the electric field in the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ layer of a waveguide can be written as:
(𝑖)

𝐸𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑧) = f (𝑖) (𝑥, 𝑧)𝑒 −𝛾𝑧

(10)

where 𝛾 = 𝛼 + 𝑗𝛽 is the complex propagation constant of the mode with 𝛼 as the attenuation
constant, 𝛽 as the longitudinal propagation constant, and 𝑓 (𝑖) (𝑥, 𝑧) is a periodic function defined
as 𝑓 (𝑖) (𝑥, 𝑧 + Λ), which can be expanded into a Fourier series and define the electric field:
∞
(𝑖)
𝐸𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑧)

(𝑖)

= ∑ 𝑓𝑛 (𝑥)𝑒 −𝑗𝑘𝑧𝑛𝑧
𝑛=−∞

By substituting (10) into (11), the electric field can be written as:
(𝑖)
𝐸𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑧) = f (𝑖) (𝑥, 𝑧)𝑒 −𝛾𝑧
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(11)

∞
(𝑖)
= ∑ 𝑓𝑛 (𝑥)𝑒 −𝑗𝑛𝐾𝑧 𝑒 −𝑗(𝛼+𝑗ß)𝑧

(12)

𝑛=−∞
∞
(𝑖)

= ∑ 𝑓𝑛 (𝑥)𝑒 −𝑗𝐾𝑧𝑛𝑧
𝑛=−∞
(𝑖)

where 𝑓𝑛 (𝑥) is the amplitude of the electric field for the nth space harmonic in the ith layer. The
complex propagation constant of the nth space harmonic is denoted by 𝐾𝑧𝑛 defined as:
𝐾𝑧𝑛 = ß𝑛 + 𝑗𝛼 = (ß𝑜 + 𝑛𝐾) + 𝑗𝛼

(13)

where ßn is the longitudinal propagation constant of the nth space harmonic, K is the grating
wavenumber, and α is the attenuation coefficient. Now we can define a complex effective index
given below as:

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝛽
𝛼
+𝑗
𝑘𝑜
𝑘𝑜

(14)

We can also define 1st and 2nd order gratings by their respective Bragg conditions when
the longitudinal propagation constant ß equals half the grating wavenumber, and when ß equals
K.
Along with complex propagation constants, the Floquet-Bloch theory provides the
electric field distributions and the portions of light reflected, transmitted and outcoupled for
periodic waveguides. The following chapters in this thesis extensively use two different Floquet
Bloch software programs that are used to investigate the performance of conventional and ECS
gratings in all III-V first-order grating structures considered. One program was developed by
Professor Jerome Butler beginning in the mid-1980s and the other by Professor Nai-Hsiang Sun
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(SMU Ph.D. 1996) as an extension of his graduate work. Both programs are continually being
developed to add more functionality.
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CHAPTER 2
Comparison of ECSNL, ECSL and Conventional Gratings in Simplified Waveguides

2.1 Enhanced Coupling Strength Gratings
This chapter considers the reflective properties of first-order gratings in an extended
vicinity around 2β = K for conventional waveguide gratings and two types of Enhanced
Coupling Strength (ECS) waveguide gratings, where β (β = 2π/λg) is the longitudinal propagation
vector, K = 2π/Λ, Λ is the grating period, λg is the wavelength of the propagating mode in the
waveguide (λg = λo/neff), λo is the free-space wavelength, neff (= β/ko) is the effective index of the
propagating mode, and ko = 2π/λo. The grating period determined by 2β = mK, where m is the
grating order:

𝛬=

𝑚𝜆0
𝑚𝜋
=
2𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝛽

(15)

The concept of ECS gratings was initially developed to achieve very short, highly
efficient (~10 to 50 microns), broad-spectrum gratings for both reflectors and outcouplers in IIIV waveguides. In contrast, conventional first order grating reflectors used in distributed feedback
(DFB), distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), and distributed reflector (DR) lasers, are typically
hundreds of micrometers long and provide a narrow spectral reflectivity for a single wavelength
that limits the temperature performance of the device [8], [24], [29]-[34]. Narrow spectral widths
are desired for many applications such as spectroscopy and wavelength division multiplexing
where temperature control is required to maintain a fixed, narrow wavelength spectrum.
However, highly reflective first-order gratings with wide spectral widths allow the formation of
temperature-insensitive, short horizontal cavity lasers with properties similar to VCSELs, with
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the additional advantage of common waveguide integration with optical components such as
high-speed modulators.
The ECS grating concept is explained by (7), the formula for the coupling strength κpq, of
a first-order grating formed in an optical waveguide showing that the strength of the coupling
coefficient increases as both 1) the fraction of the mode power in the grating “layer”, also known
as the “grating confinement factor”, Γgrating increases and 2) as the difference between the relative
permittivities (εrel = n2) on either side of the grating increases.
Typically, in III-V waveguides incorporating conventional DBR grating structures, the
index contrast (𝑛12 − 𝑛22 ) is low between the waveguide and substrate regions, but high between
the waveguide and superstrate layers. Such a case is shown in Fig. 7(c) where the waveguide has
a core index of 3.5, a semi-infinite substrate of index 3.0, and a semi-infinite superstrate of air
(index of 1.0). Trying to increase the grating confinement factor for this conventional grating
structure by increasing the depth of the grating eventually results in a lower grating confinement
factor because the waveguide mode moves further into the substrate, reducing the field
interaction with the grating. Further, for very deep gratings, the waveguide mode becomes
cutoff.
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Figure 7: Normalized intensity modal profiles for (a) Si/SiO2 photonic Waveguide, (b)
conventional DFB, (c) a conventional DBR, (d) an ECS grating with a thin liner (ECSL), and (e)
an ECS grating with no liner (ECSNL). Each waveguide has the identical core thickness (0.3
micrometers), core index (3.5), and grating depth.

Figure 7 suggests III-V structures can have large grating confinement factors, similar to
Si photonic waveguides (Fig. 7a), by increasing the intensity of the light in the grating region
through a high index cover layer (which could be amorphous silicon for wavelengths greater than
~1 micrometer) combined with a large permittivity difference provided by the low index liner
and/or fill (which could be silicon dioxide or a spin-on glass-like polymer) layers within the
gratings. Such waveguides are shown in Figs. 7(d) and (e) as the Enhanced Coupling Strength
Liner (ECSL) and Enhanced Coupling Strength No Liner (ECSNL) grating structures,
respectively.
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All waveguides in Fig. 7 are ideal and share a 0.3 µm thick common waveguide core
before grating fabrication. The high index cover layer in both ECS structures has a high index of
3.5. In the ECSL structure, the large permittivity difference is a result of the conformal low index
liner between the high index cover layer and the grating. The ECSNL structure has a large
permittivity difference due to the low index material filling the grating grooves surrounded by
the grating teeth and the cover layer. For this analysis, both ECS structures assume an index of
1.5 for the low index material.
Figure 8 shows equivalent III-V waveguides in Figure 7(c), (d) and (e) where 𝑡𝑐𝑙 is the
cover layer thickness, the grating duty cycle is defined as Λ1 /Λ, 𝑡𝑔 is the grating depth, and 𝑡𝑙 is
the liner thickness.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 8: Waveguide structure of a) conventional, b) an ECSL, and c) an ECSNL grating
structures.

2.2 Analytical Methods for Conventional Grating Structure
Although III-V waveguides, especially laser and electro-absorption modulator structures,
are much more complex than those illustrated in Fig. 8, we analyze these simpler structures to
minimize the number of layer and composition variables to get an idea of the “landscape” of
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performance outcomes as grating depth, liner thickness, cover layer thickness and duty cycle are
varied. We expect the intuition derived from this simpler analysis will guide the optimization of
more complex periodic waveguides such as used in the Laser EAM, which contains over 45
layers.
In regions where the waveguide remains single mode and non-radiating, a simple thinfilm effective index approach [35]-[37] provides reasonable reflectivity spectrums. Figure 9
shows the III-V waveguides shown in Fig. 7 (c), (d), and (e) with a substrate with an index of
3.0, waveguide core with an index of 3.5 and a thickness 0.3 microns, and an air superstrate with
index of 1. Figure 9 (b) and (c) show the same waveguide modified with an amorphous Si cover
layer over a grating region with a thin, low index (1.5) conformal “liner” layer (Fig. 7d) and over
a grating filled with an index of 1.5 (Fig. 7e). The low-index liner or fill material could be SiO2
or a spin-on glass polymer. Figure 9(d) shows an equivalent thin-film model of the waveguides
in Fig. 7c, 7d, and 7e where n1 and n2 are the corresponding effective indices of the groove and
tooth regions of the specific waveguide grating region. This approximate equivalent thin film
model is called the “slab effective index” method.
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Figure 9: a) III-V waveguide with grating; b) III-V ECSNL waveguide with cover layer over
both input waveguide; c) ECSL waveguide with cover layer only over the grating region; and d)
corresponding slab effective index approximation for the waveguides shown in a), b) and c).

Figure 10a shows the reflectivity over a wide wavelength and duty cycle range for the
simple “equivalent” thin film model of the waveguide in Fig. 9a designed for a peak reflectivity
at a wavelength of 1.55 microns at first order. The m = 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th grating orders
(corresponding to 2β = mK) are located at wavelengths of ~ 0.87, 0.60, 0.46 and 0.37 microns.
While the thin film approach in Fig. 9 is accurate for layered coatings with plane waves incident
normal to the layers, the layer analysis does not allow for radiation. Therefore, the reflectivity
curves in Fig. 10(a) and (b) for higher order gratings in waveguides are highly inaccurate.
Higher-order reflectivity curves can only be calculated using more sophisticated methods that
include waveguide radiation including extended coupled mode theories [38], [39], Finite
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Difference Time Domain (FDTD) [40], [41], Floquet-Bloch, Eigenmode Expansion (EME) [42][44] and Beam Propagation [45],[46].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10: Three-dimensional reflectivity curves as a function of wavelength and duty cycle for
the a) conventional and c) ECSNL grating structure. Two-dimensional plots of the reflectivity as
a function of wavelength and duty cycle for the b) conventional and d) ECSNL structure
analyzed with the model shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 11 compares the reflectivity and outcoupling spectrums calculated using the Slab
Effective Index, Floquet-Bloch and FDTD [47] methods to analyze a conventional grating
structure that is ~10 microns long with a grating depth of 100 nm and 50% duty cycle.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 11: a) Compares reflected power as a function of wavelength for a Slab Effective-Index
approximation, Floquet-Bloch, and FDTD methods in a conventional grating structure. Power
reflected, transmitted, coupled upward, coupled downward, and total power as a function of
wavelength for a conventional grating structure using b) Floquet-Bloch and c) FDTD software.

Figure 11(a) compares the reflectivity as a function of wavelength for a conventional
grating structure using the slab effective index, FDTD, and Floquet-Bloch methods. The results
from the Floquet-Bloch and FDTD methods are nearly identical. However, the shift of the peak
reflectivity of the slab effective index method is because a simple average index is used for the
propagating light instead of the modal effective index of the Floquet-Bloch and FDTD methods.
Figure 11(b) and (c) compare the power reflected, transmitted, coupled upward, coupled
downward, and total radiated power for a conventional structure using Floquet-Bloch and FDTD,
respectively. The two methods strongly agree with respect to power reflected and transmitted
with power reflected determined using FDTD ending (1.4 microns) roughly where downward
coupled power ends using Floquet-Bloch analysis.
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2.3 Exploring Parameter Space of 1st Order ECS Gratings in Basic Waveguide Structures
2.3.1 Liner Thickness Variation
Geometrically an ECSL structure can support a maximum liner thickness equal to one
quarter of the grating period at a 50% duty cycle, which is 62.5 nm for the examples considered
in this chapter. Figure 12 shows the reflectivity of a 10 micron long ECSL grating structure as a
function of wavelength for a 50% duty cycle grating and liner thicknesses ranging from 20 nm to
62.5 nm. The reflectivity increases with liner thickness up to a maximum value of 90% at the
maximum liner thickness of 62.5 nm. However, due to the geometrical restrictions of a 62.5 nm
liner, liner thicknesses of 25 and 45 nm are chosen for complete analysis.

Figure 12: Reflectivity as a function of wavelength for different liner thicknesses (nm) in the
ECSL grating structure.

2.3.2 Cover Layer Thickness Variation
The enhancement of the coupling coefficient due to a high index cover layer placed on
top of the grating region is examined in this section using the ECSNL structure and the ECSL
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structure. For simplicity, all structures in this section assume a rectangular profile, 50% duty
cycle, and a grating depth of 100 nm.
Figure 13 shows the grating confinement factor (the fraction of mode intensity within the
grating region) as a function of cover layer thickness for a 25 nm liner ECSL, ECSNL, and a
conventional grating structure.

Figure 13: Grating Confinement factor, Γgrating, as a function of cover layer thickness for a
conventional (red), 25 nm liner ECSL (blue), and ECSNL (green) grating structure.

The ECSL structure has consistently about 50% more confinement within the grating
region compared to a ECSNL structure. This is partly due to the total grating region of the Liner
structure being 25% larger than the ECSNL structure because of the 25 nm low index conformal
liner on top of the grating tooth. Maximum values of the grating confinement factor occur at a
cover layer thickness of 0.24 microns in both ECS structures.
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Plots of the normalized complex effective indices 𝛽/𝑘0 , and 𝛼/𝑘0 as a function of
wavelength for different cover layer thicknesses are shown in Figure 14 for ECSL and ECSNL
structures.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

Figure 14: Normalized Longitudinal propagation constant, β/k0, as a function of wavelength for
an ECSL with a) 25 and c) 45 nm liners along with an e) ECSNL grating structure. Normalized
Attenuation, α/k0, as a function of wavelength for an ECSL structure with b) 25 and d) 45 nm
liners along with an f) ECSNL structure. All cases assume a fixed duty cycle of 50% and 0.1 µm
grating depth with various cover layer thicknesses.

The first order coupling coefficient κ is equal to the maximum magnitude value of α [48][49]. For these grating waveguide structures, the first Bragg condition occurs at wavelengths
close to 1.55 microns. In all cases, the gratings begin to radiate for wavelengths shorter than ~
1.52 microns. The maximum magnitude of the normalized attenuation of the ECSNL grating
structure (~ 0.078) is about twice the 45 nm liner structure (~0.038) and nearly three times that of
the 25 nm structure (~0.024). Similarly, the spectral widths of the normalized α/ko curves
decrease in roughly the same proportions.
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Figure 15: Maximum magnitude of the normalized attenuation at the first Bragg condition (1.55
µm) as a function of cover layer thickness for ECSL (25 nm liner thickness, blue), (45 nm liner
thickness, red), ECSNL (green), and a conventional DBR structure (no cover layer, purple).

Figure 15 shows the maximum magnitude of the normalized attenuation (which is equal
to the coupling coefficient kpq) at 1.55 microns as a function of cover layer thickness for each
structure compared to a conventional grating structure (horizontal purple line) with no cover
layer. The maximum normalized attenuation of a conventional structure is greater than that of the
25 nm liner ECSL structure independent of cover layer thickness. The 45 nm liner ECSL
structure shows some increase in the magnitude of the normalized attenuation for a range of
cover layer thicknesses compared to a conventional structure. The magnitude of the normalized
attenuation of the ECSNL structure is about double that of the conventional structure. The
optimum cover layer thickness for the ECSL structure with a 25nm liner thickness is 100 nm and
for a 45 nm liner thickness, 200 nm. The optimum cover layer thickness for the ECSNL structure
is 220 nm.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 16: Reflectivity spectrums for various cover layer thicknesses as a function of wavelength
for an ECSL structure with a liner thickness of a) 25nm and b) 45nm and c) an ECSNL structure
with grating lengths of 10 and 20 microns.

Figure 16 compares the reflectivity spectrums of a conventional grating structure to the
ECS structures with cover layer thicknesses that provide the maximum magnitude of the
normalized attenuation from Fig. 15 for grating lengths of 10 and 20 microns. These figures also
indicate that the cover layer thicknesses corresponding to maximum reflectance has a tolerance
of ± 10%. The ECSNL grating structure has a higher reflectance and wider bandwidth at shorter
lengths compared to either ECSL structures or conventional grating structure.
For a grating length of 10 microns, the ECSNL grating structure has ~ 100% reflectivity
compared to 85-90% reflectivity of the ECSL grating structures for the same grating lengths. The
ECSL grating structures have ~ 100% reflectivity for a grating length of 20 microns. Most
notably, the FWHM of the ECSNL structure has 75% more spectral width than the conventional
structure and 135% more spectral width than an ECSL structure.
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Figure 17: Maximum reflectivity as a function of cover layer thickness for an ECSL structure
with liner thicknesses of 25 nm, 45 nm, and an ECSNL structure, for grating lengths of 5 (blue),
10 (red), 20 (green), 30 (purple), 40 (gold), and 50 (teal) microns. The reflectivity of a
conventional grating structure (dashed) is included for comparison.

Figure 18: FWHM of the reflectivity spectrum as a function of cover layer thickness for a 25 and
45 nm liner ECSL, ECSNL, and conventional (dashed lines) grating structure for grating lengths
of 5 (blue), 10 (red), 20 (green), 30 (purple), 40 (orange), and 50 (teal) microns.
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Reflectivities of ~ 100% can be achieved for longer grating lengths by all grating
structures, indicating that the advantage of ECS gratings is primarily at shorter grating lengths.
However, the cover layer can improve coupling between the grating and non-grating waveguide,
which can be useful even for long gratings that provide a narrow reflectivity spectrum. For
example, the cover layer of an ECS grating can be combined with shallow grating depths
allowing a narrow reflectivity spectrum with minimal transmission losses between a laser section
and a DBR section. Figure 17 shows the maximum reflectivity of both ECS grating structures
along with a conventional structure (dashed lines) as a function of cover layer thickness. From
Figure 17, the ECSNL structure has reflectivities near 100% for grating lengths as short as 10
microns. The conventional and 45 nm liner ECSL structures achieve ~ 100% reflectivity for
grating lengths of 20 microns, and the 25 nm liner ECSL structure requires at least 30 microns to
achieve 100% reflectivity.
Figure 18 shows the FWHM as a function of cover layer thickness for the ECSL, ECSNL
and conventional grating structures. From Fig. 18, the ECSNL structure has on average 50%
more spectral width than both conventional and 45 nm liner ECSL structures, and 100% more
width than a 25 nm liner ECSL grating structure.

2.3.3 Duty Cycle Variation
In this section, duty cycle is varied for 45 nm liner ECSL and ECSNL grating structures
(Fig. 8b and 8c). Geometrically an ECSL structure can support a maximum liner thickness equal
to one quarter of the grating period at a 50% duty cycle, which is ~ 60 nm for the examples
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considered in this chapter. For this reason, we consider a range of duty cycle variations from 5 to
50%. All calculations in this section assume a rectangular profile with a grating depth of 100 nm
for cover layer thicknesses of 0, 100, and 200 nm.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figure 19: Plots of the normalized longitudinal propagation constant, ß/k0, and normalized
attenuation constant, α/k0, as a function of wavelength for (a-b) ECSL and (c-d) ECSNL
structures for specific cover layer thicknesses with different duty cycles with a grating depth of
0.1 microns.

Figure 19 plots the normalized effective index, ß/ko and α/ko, as a function of wavelength
at various duty cycles and cover layer thicknesses for the 45 nm ECSL and ECSNL grating
structures. In both structures, cases with cover layer thicknesses of 0 and 0.1 microns begin to
radiate at wavelengths shorter than ~ 1.52 microns. As discussed in the Section 2.3, higher order
modes can be supported for thicker cover layers. As a result, additional first-order Bragg
resonances can occur for shorter wavelengths, as shown in Figure 19b and 19d for cover layer
thicknesses of 0.2 microns.
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The maximum magnitude of the normalized attenuation in the ECSNL structure (~0.08)
is nearly twice that of the 45 nm liner ECSL structure (~0.043) and occurs at a 60% duty cycle
for a 200 nm cover layer.

(a)

(b)
Figure 20: Maximum normalized attenuation, α/k0, as a function of duty cycle at the first Bragg
condition, 1.55µm, for a) ECSL and b) ECSNL grating structures for specific cover layer
thicknesses with a grating depth of 0.1 microns.
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Figure 20 shows the maximum magnitude of the normalized attenuation at 1.55 µm as a
function of duty cycle for the 45 nm liner ECSL and ECSNL structures. Coupling coefficients
are largest for the 45 nm liner ECSL structure at 50% for 0 and 100 nm cover layers, and at 5%
for a 200nm cover layer. However, normalized attenuation values are largest in the ECSNL
structure for duty cycles in the 60-65% range for all cover layer thicknesses.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 21: Reflectivity as a function of wavelength for specific duty cycles for various cover
layer thicknesses for different grating lengths for the a) ECSL and b) ECSNL grating structure.

Figure 21 plots the reflectivity curves of the duty cycles corresponding to the maximum
magnitude of the normalized attenuation as a function of wavelength at specified cover layer
thicknesses for a 45 nm liner ECSL and ECSNL grating structure. From Figure 21, the ECSNL
structure has ~ 20% more reflectivity than the 45 nm liner ECSL grating structure. Spectral
width in the ECSNL grating structure substantially increases as the cover layer increases and has
on average 50% more width than the ECSL structure with a cover layer thickness of 0.1 microns
and approximately 70% more width if the ECSL structure has a cover layer thickness is 0.2
microns.
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Figure 22: Comparison of the FWHM as a function of duty cycle analyzed at specific cover layer
thicknesses for a 45 nm liner ECSL, ECSNL, and conventional (dashed lines) grating structures
at grating lengths of 5 (blue), 10 (red), 20 (green), 30 (purple), 40 (orange), and 50 (teal)
microns.
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Figure 23: Maximum reflectivity as a function of duty cycle analyzed at specific cover layer
thicknesses for both the 45 nm liner ECSL, ECSNL, and conventional (dashed lines) grating
structures at grating lengths of 5 (blue), 10 (red), 20 (green), 30 (purple), 40 (orange), and 50
(teal) microns.

Figures 22 and 23 plot the maximum reflectivities and spectral width as a function of
duty cycle for various cover layer thicknesses at specific grating lengths ranging from 5 to 50
microns long. Reflectivities calculated using the slab effective index method (see Figure 9d)
have maximum reflectivities located at ~ 50% duty cycle for first order gratings. Indeed, as
shown in Figure 20a, ECSL gratings have maximum reflectivities at ~ 50%, with the 0.2 µm
cover layer case also having a (slightly higher) maximum at a 5% duty cycle. Note that the 45
nm liner ECSL structure is limited by geometry to a 50% duty cycle. Further, for the ECSL
cases, the reflectivity can be high at duty cycles approaching 0 and 100% since the liner
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thickness is fixed. Depending on cover layer thicknesses, minimum reflectivities occur at ~15 to
25% duty cycles for ECSL cases. From Figure 23, the duty cycles with the largest reflectivities
for ECSNL cases are in the range of ~60-65% while the reflectivities monotonically approach
zero as duty cycle approaches 0 or 100%, as expected. The maximum reflectivities in both the
ECSL and ECSNL cases always correspond to the maximum absolute values of the normalized
attenuation coefficients. The ECSNL grating structure shows higher reflectivity and an average
of 25% more spectral width compared to the 45 nm liner ECSL structure.

2.3.4 Grating Depth Variation
Grating structures in previous sections have considered a grating depth of 100 nm. In this
section, the real and imaginary parts of the normalized complex effective indices, β/ko and α/ko,
(Fig. 24) along with reflection, transmission, and radiation properties (Fig. 25) at grating depths
of 50, 100, and 150 nm with cover layer thicknesses of 0, 100, and 200 nm are considered for an
ECSL (25nm liner) and ECSNL grating structure. All structures in this section assume a 50%
duty cycle.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure 24: Plots of the normalized complex effective index as a function of wavelength for a 25
nm liner ECSL (a & b) and ECSNL (c & d) structures for various grating depths with cover layer
thicknesses of 0 (blue), 0.1 (red), and 0.2 (green) microns at a 50% duty cycle.
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Figure 24b and 24d show the normalized attenuation values for the 25 nm liner ECSL
and ECSNL structure, respectively. The maximum magnitude of the normalized attenuation
values is larger in the ECSNL than the 25 nm liner ECSL structure by factors of ~5, ~ 3.5, and ~
3 for grating depths of 50, 100, and 150 nm, respectively. The maximum magnitude of the
normalized attenuation values occurs for a 200 nm cover layer for the ECSNL structure and a
100 nm cover layer for the 25 nm liner ECSL structure.
As grating depth increases to 150 nm in the ECSNL structure (Fig. 24d), encroachment
on the TE0-TE0 resonance from the TE1 -TE0 resonance progresses until they overlap, which is
most notable when the cover layer thickness is 0.2 microns (green curve). From Fig. 24b, support
for higher order modes is less in the 25 nm liner ECSL structure than the ECSNL structure.
Figure 25 shows the progression of encroachment of the overlap of the TE1-TE0
resonance towards the TE0-TE0 resonance and the effects on power reflected (red), transmitted
(blue), radiated upward (orange), radiated downward (purple), and the sum of all powers (green)
for an ECSNL structure with a 0.2 micron thick cover layer at a 50 micron grating length for
grating depths of 50, 100, and 150 nm. The sum of these powers should add up to 100%.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 25: Percentage of power reflected (red), transmitted (blue), radiated upward (orange),
radiated downward (purple), and the sum (green) as a function of wavelength for an ECSNL
grating structure with a grating depth of a) 50 nm, b) 100 nm, and c) 150 nm, with a 0.2 micron
cover layer (green line in Fig. 24d), and a grating length of 50 microns.

The total of the reflected, transmitted, and radiated power should always equals 100%.
However the SMU Floquet Bloch software presently is not capable of handling TE0-TE0 and
TE1-TE0 coupling simultaneously. As a result, total calculated power is reduced to ~70% for a
grating depth of 50 nm (Fig. 25a), and below 60% for 100 and 150 nm grating depths (Fig. 25b
and 25c) at the TE1-TE0 resonance ( ~1.47 microns).
Shown in Fig 24d, overlap of the two resonances does not occur until the grating depth
reaches 150 nm, allowing reflectivity around the TE0-TE0 resonance at 1.55 microns in Figs.
25(a) and (b) to reach 100%. At a 150 nm grating depth, the resonances overlap causing the
reflectivity around the TE0-TE0 resonance to decrease to ~94%, as shown in Fig. 25c. Another
effect of the TE1-TE0 resonance moving into the TE0-TE0 resonance is the summation of power
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reflected and transmitted not equaling 100% for wavelengths shorter than the TE0-TE0 Bragg
resonance as they do for wavelengths longer than 1.6 microns.

(a)

50

(b)
Figure 26: Reflectivity as a function of wavelength for cover layer thicknesses of 0 (blue), 0.1
(red), and 0.2 (green) analyzed at grating depths of 50, 100, and 150 nm for the a) ECSL and b)
ECSNL grating structures.

Figure 26 plots reflectivity as a function of wavelength for various grating depths at
specific cover layer thicknesses and grating lengths. The data subset for the ECSNL structure at
150 nm grating depth and 200 nm cover layer (green) contains inaccurate results for wavelengths
between ~ 1.47 – 1.53 µm due to the overlap between the two first-order Bragg resonances.
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Figure 27: Maximum reflectivity as a function of grating depth for specific cover layer
thicknesses grating lengths of 5 (blue), 10 (red), 20 (green), 30 (purple), 40 (orange), and 50
(teal) microns for a 25 nm liner ECSL, ECSNL, and conventional grating structures.
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Figure 28: FWHM of the reflectivity spectrum as a function of grating length at 50, 100, and 150
nm grating depths for a 25 nm liner ECSL, ECSNL, and conventional grating structures with
cover layer thicknesses of 0 (blue), 0.1 (red), 0.2 (green) microns. Best performing cover layer
thicknesses are 100 nm for the ECSL structure and 200 nm for the ECSNL structure.

Figure 26 plots the maximum reflectivity as a function of grating depth for both
structures for various cover layer thicknesses. The ECSNL structure achieves ~ 100% reflectivity
for nearly all grating depths at only 10 microns while the 25 nm liner ECSL structure requires a
minimum of 30 microns to reach ~ 100% reflectivity.
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Figure 27 plots the spectral width of conventional, 25 nm liner ECSL, and ECSNL
grating structures with different cover layer thicknesses as a function of grating length for
various grating depths. As the grating depth increases, there is minor change in the 25 nm liner
ECSL structure compared to the ECSNL structure. On average, spectral width increased 10 nm
and 20 nm for every increase of 50 nm in grating depth for the 25 nm liner ECSL and ECSNL
grating structures, respectively.
Additionally, the ECSL structure has less tendency to radiate on the shorter wavelength
side of the TE0-TE0 Bragg resonance. Nevertheless, in all cases, ECSNL structures (Fig. 28) still
have wider FWHM reflectivity spectrums and higher reflectivities than the ECSL cases.

2.3 Multiple 1st Order Coupling Resonances
Additional first-order Bragg resonances occur since the grating wave vector K =  is
fixed and in general the longitudinal wavevectors ßp and ßq satisfy the first order Bragg condition
| ßp| + | ßq| = K. This equation allows coupling of ß0 to ß0 (TE0 to TE0), ß0 to ß1 (TE0 to TE1) and
ß1 to ß1 (TE1 to TE1), all at different wavelength values. Figure 29 is an ω-ß plot showing various
frequencies at which the fixed wavevector K satisfies the first order Bragg condition [40].
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Figure 29: ω-ß plot illustrating various frequencies at which a fixed wavevector K satisfies the
first order Bragg condition [40].

Each structure corresponding to the plots in Fig 14(b), (d), and (f) begin to radiate as the
wavelength decreases outside the first order TE0-TE0 Bragg resonance. Figure 19(b) and (d)
shows TE1-TE0 coupling in both ECS structures when cover layer thickness is 0.2 microns. In
the 45 nm liner ECSL structure, normalized attenuation of the TE1-TE0 resonance varies greatly
with duty cycle and can even be larger than the TE0-TE0 resonance. A second first order Bragg
peak corresponding to a TE1-TE0 Bragg resonance and a third first order Bragg peak
corresponding to a TE1-TE1 Bragg peak can also occur as the wavelength decreases (Fig. 30 and
31).
Figure 30 is an expanded view of Fig. 10f showing the normalized complex effective
indices of the fundamental mode for an ECSNL grating structure as a function of wavelength
(1.4 - 1.6 microns) with cover layers 0, 0.26, 0.28, and 0.3 microns thick.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 30: Normalized complex effective index as a function of wavelength for an ECSNL
grating structure with various cover layer thicknesses showing TE0-TE0 and TE0-TE1 resonances
at 1.55 and ~1.49 microns, respectively.

From Fig. 30b, the ECSNL grating structure with no cover layer only supports a TE0
mode, which begins to radiate at a wavelength of 1.52 nm due to the grating as wavelength
decreases towards the 2nd Bragg condition. However, the ECSNL grating structures with 0.26
and 0.28 microns cover layers support a TE1 mode and do not radiate until the wavelengths are
shorter than the TE1-TE0 Bragg resonance (at about 1.48 to 1.49 microns). Modal analysis shows
that at ~1.47 microns, a waveguide requires a cover layer ≥0.26 microns to support a TE1 mode.
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Figure 31: Normalized complex effective index as a function of wavelength for TE0 and TE1
mode for an ECSNL grating structure with a 0.26 microns thick cover layer with TE0-TE0 (A),
TE0-TE1 (B), and TE1-TE1 (C) Bragg resonances.

Figure 31 shows the complex effective indices for both TE0 and TE1 modes as a function
of wavelength for an ECSNL grating structure with a 0.26 microns thick cover layer. The
fundamental mode in the waveguide couples with itself, TE0-TE0, at 1.55 microns (region A),
and then couples with the TE1 mode at ~1.49 microns (region B) before beginning to radiate at
~1.47 microns as in Fig. 30b. The normalized attenuation for the TE1 mode begins at ~1.52
microns when λ decreases enough to support the mode and matches the normalized attenuation
of the fundamental mode at ~1.49 microns. At ~1.45 microns, a third resonance (region C) is
TE1-TE1 coupling.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 32: a) Reflected power as a function of wavelength using Slab Effective Index, FloquetBloch, and FDTD methods for an ECSNL grating structure with a 0.26 µm cover layer. Power
reflected (blue), transmitted (red), radiated upward (pink), radiated downward (green), and the
total power (black) as a function of wavelength for an ECSNL structure with a 0.26 µm cover
layer, 100 nm grating depth, 50% duty cycle, and 10 µm grating length using b) Floquet-Bloch
and c) FDTD methods.

Figure 32 compares the power reflected, transmitted, radiated upward, radiated
downward, and total power of the ECSNL structure in Fig. 31 using Floquet-Bloch and FDTD
methods. The TE1-TE0 coupling has been blocked out in Fig 32b due to the software being
incapable of handling coupling with higher order modes. Both methods agree with minor
discrepancies regarding the power reflected and transmitted peaks outside the TE1-TE0 coupling
resonance. At 1.4 µm, the power reflected using FDTD is ~ 60%. With modifications underway
to increase the number of space harmonics from less than 10 to several hundred, SMU FloquetBloch software is expected to agree exactly with the FDTD software.
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2.5 Conclusion
The addition of a low index liner or low index fill in the grating region, combined with a
high index cover layer in the ECSL and ECSNL grating structures can result in short, highly
reflective gratings with a broad reflectivity spectrum in III-V waveguides. We have calculated
the effects of varying cover layer thickness, duty cycle, and grating depth for two ECS grating
structures with respect to reflectivity and spectral width. Optimizing each variation can
substantially contribute to the improvement of the first order coupling coefficient compared to
traditional grating structures.
In every analysis the ECSNL consistently outperformed the ECSL structures, and both
significantly improved on conventional grating performance. On average, κ increased by
approximately 100% in the ECSNL structure for each separate variable analyzed compared to a
conventional grating structure. The ECSL structure offered an increase of approximately 50% for
cover layer thickness variation, and approximately 33% for duty cycle and grating depth
variations. However, cover layer thickness and grating depth should be designed to avoid
radiative losses at operating wavelengths.
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CHAPTER 3
Integrating ECSNL Gratings into 1310 nm Laser-EAM Transmitter Structure

In this chapter, we discuss the integration of first-order ECSNL reflective gratings for the
Laser-EAM device described in Fig. 1a. The grating position within the Laser-EAM structure
and other structural parameters explored in Chapter 2 are determined at wavelengths near 1310
nm.

3.1 1310nm Laser-EAM Transmitter
An 11 quantum well AlInGaAs/InP-based laser structure, shown in Table 1 and Fig. 33
was designed to optimize the EAM, laser and ECS grating performance. [50].

Figure 33: Initial AlInGaAs/InP-based Laser structure
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InP based ridge guide lasers require a lateral (y direction in Fig. 1a) index step, Δn,
ranging from 0.01 to 0.02 to ensure lateral mode confinement because of gain induced index
depression in the quantum wells [51]. The lateral index step is determined by the thickness of the
remaining p-clad layer (referred to as the p-spacer in Table 1) outside the ridge, which is
determined by an InGaAsP etch-stop layer. Figure 34 illustrates the resulting lateral Δn for
various p-clad thicknesses.

Figure 34: Lateral Δn as a function of p-clad thickness (µm) (change horizontal axis label) also
clean up horizontal text under figure

The InGaAsP etch stop layer is 10 nm thick with 5 nm ramped compositions on either
side to minimize voltage drops at interfaces. Designs with 10 and 25 nm etch stop layer
thicknesses are shown in Fig. 34. A p-clad thickness of 50 nm provides a Δn of ~0.013 when the
etch-stop layers are completely removed from the outer regions of the laser ridge (green).
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3.1.1 Structure 33 revision 9
Table 1 shows the composition, layer thickness, and indices of refraction of the complete
epitaxial layer structure of the Laser-EAM Transmitter. The layer compositions and thicknesses
were determined iteratively using HAROLD (commercial software) for the EAM section,
WAVEGUIDE for the laser section and Floquet Bloch for the grating regions. The active region
of the Laser-EAM Transmitter is comprised of 11QWs (for EAM performance) and are
separated by 10 barriers, which are all in between separate confinement heterostructure (SCH)
layers. The 11QWs are not centered in the SCH layers, allowing optimization of the reflectance
and spectral bandwidth of the feedback gratings.

Table 1: Complete epitaxial structure for 1310 nm Laser-EAM Transmitter

25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6

Layer
Sacrificial

Material Composition
InP
In0.533Ga0.467As
In0.533 Ga0.467As to InP

Thickness (Å)
500
1000
500

Material Index
3.20315
3.55187
3.41879

InP
InP
In0.977Ga0.023As0.95P0.05 to In0.863Ga0.137As0.7P0.3
In0.863Ga0.137As0.7P0.3
In0.863Ga0.137As0.7P0.3 to In0.977Ga0.023As0.95P0.05
InP

5000
3500
50
100
50
500

3.20367
3.20328
3.30515
3.34056
3.30515
3.20315

P-GRIN

In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As to In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

SCH

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

100
20
80
1500
500
220

3.30879
3.35846
3.35849
3.43238
3.43238
3.43238

30
60
100
60
30

3.43238
3.43096
3.50378
3.43096
3.43238

Cap
P-clad

Etch Stop
P-spacer

Barrier
QW (x11)
Barrier (x11)

In0.433Al0.267Ga0.3As
In0.625Al0.205Ga0.17As
In0.433Al0.267Ga0.3As

SCH

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As
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5
4
3
2

N-GRIN

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As

220
250
100
100

3.43238
3.35606
3.32553
3.30876

InP
InP

10000
--

3.20315
3.20315

1
Substrate

3.1.2 ECSNL Grating Placement
To allow operation over a wide temperature range, the ECSNL gratings requires a back
reflectivity of >90%, a front reflectivity of >50% and a minimum reflectivity spectrum of 40 nm
for both. The ECSNL grating analysis assumes a rectangular profile, a 50% duty cycle, index of
refraction for the Spin on Glass (SOG) of 1.35 and amorphous Si cover layer index of 3.5284 at a
wavelength of 1310 nm.
The grating depth, cover layer thickness and grating location is determined initially
locating the top of the grating at the top of the p-spacer (interface between layer 17 and 18 in
Table 1). An initial grating depth of 100 nm was assumed, which placed the bottom of the ECS
gratings into layer 13. Therefore, the composition of the ECS gratings would include InP and
variations of InAlGaAs. The average index of refraction for the resulting grating tooth is given
by (16), where the relative permittivity (index of refraction squared) for each layer is multiplied
by the ratio of layer thickness to overall grating depth:

500
500
) ∗ 3.20482 + (
) ∗ 3.28192 = 3.2436
𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ 𝑎𝑣𝑔 = √(
1000
1000

(16)

The average index of refraction of the entire ECSNL grating layer is similarly found by
Eq. (17):
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Λ1
Λ1
𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = √( ) ∗ 𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ 2 + (1 − ) ∗ 𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑒 2
Λ
Λ
= √(0.5) ∗ 3.24362 + (0.5) ∗ 1.352 = 2.4843

(17)

Four separate ECSNL cases providing a 3-dimensional analysis in terms of grating
position (Layer 17), cover layer thickness (x-axis), and grating depth (y-axis) are shown in
Figure 35. Figure 35a plots the complex effective indices of these four cases as a function of
wavelength and shows a second first-order Bragg resonance at wavelengths shorter than 1.26
microns. The wavelength separation between the end of the TE0-TE0 resonance and the
beginning of the TE0-TE1 resonance is between 0.01 to 0.02 µm. Figure 35b plots the power
reflected, transmitted, outcoupled, and the total radiated power as a function of wavelength.
Reflectivity (orange curves) roughly doubles when grating depth increased from 100 to 150 nm,
independent of cover layer thickness. Increasing the cover layer thickness from 100 to 150 nm
provided ~ 50% and ~ 10% improvements in reflectivity for grating depths of 100 and 150 nm,
respectively. However, all cases show maximum reflectivities under 60%.
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(a)

66

(b)
Figure 35: a) Complex effective indices of ECSNL structure with different grating depths and
cover layers. b) Power reflected, transmitted, outcoupled, and total power as a function of
wavelength for ECSNL grating structures with different grating depths and cover layer
thicknesses. Gratings were placed at the P-spacer (layer 17 in Table 1).

Sufficient grating performance could not be achieved from grating depth or cover layer
thickness variation alone; therefore, grating position needed to be varied. Three more ECSNL
grating designs are analyzed with the bottom of the gratings located 25 nm away from the QWs.
The 25 nm spacing is a precaution to prevent damage to the QWs. As a result of re-positioning
the grating location, the grating is in layers 12 and 13 which are composed of InAlGaAs and
have a significantly higher index of refraction than the InP p-clad material. The average indices
of refraction for the grating layer with a 50% duty cycle can be determined using the same
methodology as before, which is given by:
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𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = √(0.5) ∗ 3.432382 + (0.5) ∗ 1.352 = 2.60804

(18)

Figure 36a is a plot of the complex effective indices as a function of wavelength. At this
new grating position, TE1-TE0 Bragg resonance occurs at wavelengths closer to the TE0-TE0
resonance than if the gratings were in only in InP layers. Figure 36b shows the power reflected,
transmitted, outcoupled, and total radiated power as a function of wavelength for the three
ECSNL cases when the gratings are placed 25 nm from the QWs. These cases are as defined:
case 1) grating depth and cover layer thickness are 100 nm, case 2) both grating depth and cover
layer thickness are 150 nm, and case 3) where grating depth is 200 nm and cover layer thickness
is 150 nm.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 36: a) Complex effective indices as a function of wavelength for three separate ECSNL
structures with various grating depths and cover layer thicknesses. b) Power reflected,
transmitted, outcoupled, and total power as a function of wavelength for ECSNL grating
structures with different grating depths and cover layer thicknesses. Gratings were placed 1000 Å
into layer 13 of Table 1.

By placing the gratings closer to the QWs, case 1 (100 nm grating depth and cover layer)
saw maximum reflectivity increase from ~ 20 to 76%. Out of the three cases, maximum
reflectivity is 86.2% in case 2, which is an ~10.5% increase compared to case 1. Increasing the
grating depth from 150 to 200 nm caused a decrease in maximum reflectivity (case 2 to case 3).
Therefore, a limit on grating depth was set at 150 nm. Outcoupling (light blue) significantly
increased between case 1 and 2 making a 100 nm grating depth more desirable to avoid reflected
power loss from an encroaching TE1-TE0 coupling resonance.
Due to the significant increase in power reflected, the gratings will be fabricated near the
QWs rather than at the p-spacer layer.
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3.1.1 Cover Layer variation for ECSNL Gratings
Previously in Chapter 2, the dependence of the grating confinement (Γgrating) on the
thickness of the high index cover layer over the grating region was investigated. The same
analysis of an ECSNL grating in the 1310 nm Laser-EAM structure, assuming a 50% duty cycle
and 100 nm grating depth is shown in Fig. 37.
Figure 37 shows Γgrating as a function of cover layer thickness for the ECSNL grating
structure within the Laser-EAM Transmitter. The Γgrating for ECSNL structures in the previous
section (3.1.2) are within a range of 5-6% for cover layer thicknesses of 100 to 150 nm, which
can increase to a maximum of 9.5% for a cover layer thickness of 300 nm.

Figure 37: Grating confinement factor, Γ𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 , of an ECSNL grating structure as a function of
cover layer thickness for Laser-EAM.

Figure 38 shows the modal near-field intensity distribution in the grating region for cover
layers of 230, 250, 270, and 300 nm thicknesses.
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Figure 38: Near-field intensity profiles for ECSNL grating structures with cover layer
thicknesses of 230, 250, 270, and 300 nm.

At a cover layer thickness of 300 nm (purple) the grating confinement factor, Γgrating, is
maximized. However, the mode intensity is nearly equal between the waveguide and cover layer.
To minimize transition losses at the interface between the waveguide connecting the laser to the
DBR grating region and the interface between grating region and the waveguide connecting to
the EAM, the grating region mode and the connecting waveguide mode should have a strong
overlap as discussed in Section 3.3. Consequently, a cover layer thickness of 250 nm (red)
becomes the focal point in determining the best cover layer for the ECSNL grating design due to
most of the mode intensity located in the waveguide. Figure 39 illustrates the corresponding
reflectivity curves for cover layer thicknesses of 200, 230, 250, and 270 nm.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 39: Reflectivity as a function of wavelength for rear ECSNL DBR mirror for various
cover layer thicknesses.

From Fig. 39b, all cases have similar reflectivities and spectral widths; however, a
compromise for a cover layer thickness of 250 nm was reached since it offered both the second
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highest maximum reflectivity and spectral width while maintaining low transitional losses, as
discussed in Section 3.3.

3.1.4 Grating Depth Variation for ECSNL Gratings
In this section, grating depths of 100, 150, and 200 nm are considered for the ECSNL
grating structure in the Laser-EAM Transmitter. All cases assume a rectangular grating profile,
250 nm thick cover layer, and a 50% duty cycle.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 40: Normalized complex effective indices (𝛽/𝑘0 , 𝛼/𝑘0 ) as a function of wavelength for
ECSNL grating structures with 250 nm cover layers, 50% duty cycle at a grating depth of a) 50,
b) 100, and c) 150 nm.

Figure 40 illustrates the normalized attenuation and longitudinal propagation constants as
a function of wavelength for increasing grating depths. The coupling coefficient, κ, is largest at a
grating depth of 200 nm; however, overlap between the TE1-TE0 and TE0-TE0 Bragg resonances
is severe. Overlapping between the two Bragg resonances is also shown at a grating depth of 150
nm. However, at a grating depth of 100 nm, there is ~ 1nm wavelength separation between the
two Bragg resonances.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 41: Power transmitted (blue), reflected (orange), power coupled up (grey), power coupled
down (yellow), and total power (green) as a function of wavelength for ECSNL grating
structures with 250 nm cover layer, 50% duty cycle, and grating depths of a) 50, b) 100, and c)
150 nm.

Figure 41 shows power reflected, transmitted, radiated upward, radiated downward, and
total radiated power as a function of wavelength for increasing grating depth. Ideally the LaserEAM would operate solely in the vicinity of the TE0-TE0 Bragg condition, therefore, a grating
depth of 100 nm was chosen to allow some separation between the TE1-TE0 Bragg resonance.

3.1.5 Final DBR Design
Based on the above analysis, the ECSNL grating structure was chosen for 1310 nm
Laser-EAM with the grating region beginning in layer 13 of Table 1 with a grating depth of 100
nm, 250 nm thick cover layer, and a 50% duty for ease of fabrication. The grating period of the
designed 1st Bragg condition is 195.6 nm.
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Figure 42: Power transmitted (blue), reflected (orange), power coupled up (grey), power coupled
down (yellow), and total power (green) as a function of wavelength for the final back DBR
design.

Figure 42 shows power reflected, transmitted, radiated upward, radiated downward, and
the total radiated power as a function of wavelength for a grating length of 20 microns centered
around 1310 nm. Maximum reflectivity of the final design is 98.68% with a bandwidth >38 nm
for reflectivities larger than 90%. The spikes shown in Fig. 42 result from numerical analysis
error and do not directly affect the ECS grating performance.
The vicinity of a TE1-TE0 Bragg resonance begins at ~1262.5 nm, which is signified by
the total radiated power (green line) dropping below 100%. Assuming a typical gain peak change
rate of ~3 Å/ ºC, a decrease of approximately 65 ºC would be required to place the device in the
operating range of the TE1-TE0 Bragg condition. Suggested operating ranges for the Laser-EAM
are from -40 to 100 ºC, placing the lower operating limit at the edge of the vicinity for the TE1TE0 Bragg resonance.
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The front ECSNL DBR maintains all the same physical specifications as the back DBR
except for grating length, now 6.5 µm, for fabrication simplicity. Specifications for the front
DBR requires 60 to 80% reflectivity for a maximum amount of bandwidth attainable.

Figure 43: Power transmitted (blue), reflected (orange), power coupled up (grey), power coupled
down (yellow), and total power (green) as a function of wavelength for the final front DBR
design.

Figure 43 shows the power reflected, transmitted, radiated upward, radiated downward,
and total radiated power as a function of wavelength for the ECSNL front DBR. Reflectivity is
larger than 60% for 41 nm, with a maximum of 86%.

3.2 Optical Analysis
3.2.1 Laser/EAM Waveguide
Field profiles for the Laser/EAM Waveguide, Connecting Waveguide, and DBR region
were analyzed to ensure single transverse mode propagation in both lateral and vertical
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directions. Figure 44 shows the refractive index and near-field intensity for the active region of
the Laser-EAM device (Table 1) in the vertical direction (x-direction of Fig. 1a) simulated using
WAVEGUIDE III [52].

Figure 44: Field Intensity and Index Profile of the active region for the 11QW 1310nm LaserEAM Transmitter

The lateral index step of the ridge in the laser section must be large enough to
compensate for gain-induced index depression but small enough to limit higher order modes,
which resulted in a design with a lateral index step of 0.0137, determined by the location of pspacer (layer 17) in Table 1. The laser ridge is formed by etching away layers 25 to 18, leaving
the layer structure shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Outer field of Laser Ridge and Connecting Waveguide.
Layer
20

Material Composition
Si3N4
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Thickness (Å)
500

Material Index
2.0

19
18
17
16

P-spacer

BCB
Si3N4
InP
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As

30000
1100
500
100

1.54
2.0
3.20315
3.30879

20
80
1500
500
220
30

3.35846
3.35849
3.43238
3.43238
3.43238
3.43238

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As

60
100
60
30
220
250

3.43096
3.50378
3.43096
3.43238
3.43238
3.35606

In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As
InP
InP

100
100
10000
--

3.32553
3.30876
3.20315
3.20315

15
14
13
12
11
10

P-GRIN

In0.525Al0.475As
In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As

SCH

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

9
8
7
6
5
4

Barrier
QW (x11)
Barrier (x11)

In0.433Al0.267Ga0.3As
In0.625Al0.205Ga0.17As
In0.433Al0.267Ga0.3As

SCH

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

3
2
1

N-GRIN

Substrate

The effective index of the laser ridge is 3.363203, where the outside adjacent area has an
effective index of 3.349546 (shown in Figure 41), bringing the ∆n to 0.0137. Throughout
processing, a portion of the 600 Å dielectric nitride (layer 18 in Table 2) may be etched down
due to the non-selective etches. Process tolerances for layer 18 of Table 2 allow up to a 50% over
etch, which results in a lateral ∆n of 0.0138 that is still sufficient for lateral optical confinement.
All lateral confinement calculations include a thin 100 Å layer of SOG that could potentially
remain after etching, which is designated as a thin grey layer in Fig. 45a.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 45: a) Cross section of the laser and EAM regions corresponding to Tables and b) lateral
(y-direction) mode profile of the Laser/EAM ridge section.

3.2.2 Connecting Waveguide
Immediately after the Laser/EAM ridge regions there is a transition into the Connecting
Waveguide that connects the laser to DBR, the DBR to EAM sections and extends to both ends
of the device chip. The layer structure of the ridge of the Connecting Waveguide is shown in
Table 3.
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Table 3: Epitaxial structure of Connecting Waveguide region under the confinement ridge
Layer
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Material Composition
Si3N4
BCB
Si3N4
a-Si
Si3N4
InP

Thickness (Å)
500
30000
500
2500
600
500

Material Index
2.0
1.54
2.0
3.5284
2.0
3.20315

P-GRIN

In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As
In0.525Al0.475As
In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As

SCH

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

100
20
80
1500
500
220

3.30879
3.35846
3.35849
3.43238
3.43238
3.43238

30
60
100
60
30
220

3.43238
3.43096
3.50378
3.43096
3.43238
3.43238

250
100
100
10000
--

3.35606
3.32553
3.30876
3.20315
3.20315

Cover Layer
P-spacer

Barrier
QW (x11)
Barrier (x11)

In0.433Al0.267Ga0.3As
In0.625Al0.205Ga0.17As
In0.433Al0.267Ga0.3As

SCH

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

N-GRIN

Substrate

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As
InP
InP

A lateral cross-section of the Connecting Waveguide region is shown in Fig. 46a. The
outer area of the Connecting Waveguide (Table 2) consists of a dielectric nitride layer that serves
as the protective layer when opening the DBR region located above the P-spacer (layer 17 in
Table 3). The grey area between the dielectric layer is potential remnant SOG during DBR
fabrication. The ridge of the Connecting Waveguide is formed by the amorphous silicon cover
layer that extends from the DBR region. Figure 46b is the near-field mode profile in the lateral
direction from the structure in Figure 46a.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 46: a) Cross section of the Connecting Waveguide regions corresponding to Tables 5.3
and 5.2 and b) lateral (y-direction) mode profile of the Connecting Waveguide ridge section.

The largest lateral index step (~0.0055) occurs when the amorphous silicon, layer 19 in
Table 3, is removed completely outside of the ridge region (Table 2). Figure 47 shows an
analysis on how the lateral effective index change, ∆n, decreases as a function of the remaining
amorphous silicon in the outside adjacent region of the Connecting Waveguide.
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Figure 47: Lateral ∆n as a function of remaining a-Si thickness in the Connecting Waveguide
region.

3.2.3 DBR Grating Region
The epitaxial structure of both front and back DBR regions are given by Tables 4 and 5,
which give layer structures for the grating confinement ridge and outer adjacent areas,
respectively. Placement of the DBR region is critical and is done through a timed etch to reach
1000 Å into layer 13 of Table 1. The ECS gratings are then fabricated with a grating depth of
1000 Å, 50% duty cycle, and a 2500 Å amorphous silicon cover layer deposited on top of the
gratings.

Table 4: ECSNL DBR structure
Layer
14
13
12
11

Cover Layer
Grating
SCH

Material Composition
BCB

Thickness (Å)
30000

Material Index
1.54

a-Si

2500
1000
220

3.5284
2.69258
3.43238

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As/SOG
In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As
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10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

30
60
100
60

3.43238
3.43096
3.50378
3.43096

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As
InP

30
220
250
100
100
10000

3.43238
3.43238
3.35606
3.32553
3.30876
3.20315

InP

--

3.20315

Barrier
QW (x11)
Barrier (x11)

In0.433Al0.267Ga0.3As
In0.625Al0.205Ga0.17As
In0.433Al0.267Ga0.3As

SCH

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

N-GRIN

Substrate

Table 5: Epitaxial structure for region outside Grating Confinement Ridge
Layer
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3

Material Composition
BCB
a-Si

Thickness (Å)
30000
2250
1000
220
30
60

Material Index
1.54
3.5284
2.69258
3.43238
3.43238
3.43096
3.50378
3.43096
3.43238
3.43238
3.35606
3.32553
3.30876
3.20315
3.20315

Cover Layer
Grating

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As/SOG

SCH

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

Barrier

In0.433Al0.267Ga0.3As

QW (x11)
Barrier (x11)

In0.625Al0.205Ga0.17As
In0.433Al0.267Ga0.3As

SCH

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

N-GRIN

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As

100
60
30
220
250
100

In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As
InP
InP

100
10000
--

2
1
Substrate

Figure 48a illustrates a lateral cross section of the grating region starting with the
amorphous silicon cover layer, or layer 13 in Table 4. Figure 48b shows the index profile along
with the near-field intensity in the lateral direction for the DBR region.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 48: a) Lateral cross section of DBR grating region and adjacent area outside of grating
confinement region (see Tables 5.4 and 5.5); and b) Lateral Mode Profile for DBR grating
region.

To reduce transitional losses from to the grating region, the amorphous silicon cover
layer was etched outside the grating confinement ridge, tabulated in Table 5, as in the
Connecting Waveguide. The target lateral effective index step Δn for the grating region is
designed to match that of the Connecting Waveguide. Figure 49 shows the lateral effective index
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step Δn in the grating region as a function of amorphous silicon thickness and indicated that a
thickness of 225 nm provides a lateral effective index step ∆n = 0.0055.

Figure 49: Lateral effective index step, Δn, of the DBR region as a function of amorphous silicon
cover layer thickness.

3.3 Overlap Integrals
Throughout the fabrication process, transitions are created between defined regions
where reflective and radiative losses can occur at these waveguide interfaces. These losses can
be minimized through Intensity Overlap Integral analysis.
∞

𝜅𝑥 =

∞

|∫−∞ 𝐸𝑔 (𝑥)𝐸𝑤∗ (𝑥)𝑑𝑥|
∞

(∫−∞ 𝐸𝑔 (𝑥)𝐸𝑔∗ (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 ∫−∞ 𝐸𝑤 (𝑥)𝐸𝑤∗ (𝑥)𝑑𝑥)
∞

𝜅𝑦 =

2

∞

|∫−∞ 𝐸𝑔 (𝑦)𝐸𝑤∗ (𝑦)𝑑𝑦|

(19)

2

∞

(∫−∞ 𝐸𝑔 (𝑦)𝐸𝑔∗ (𝑦)𝑑𝑦 ∫−∞ 𝐸𝑤 (𝑦)𝐸𝑤∗ (𝑦)𝑑𝑦)

(20)

Both (19) and (20) express the losses (both radiation loss and reflection) at a junction
between dissimilar waveguides, which is proportional to (1 - κx)*(1 - κy), where κi is an overlap
integral of the modes Eg and Ew in the horizontal (y) and vertical (x) directions for each
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waveguide section. Minimizing losses at junctions between different waveguides requires κx and
κy values as close to 1 as possible, which can be achieved by adjusting the index profiles and
ridge widths of the two waveguides. Figure 50 illustrates a single unit cell of the Laser-EAM
Transmitter device with six defined regions in both the vertical (x-direction) or lateral (ydirection) directions that will be analyzed in this section.

Figure 50: Single unit cell of Laser-EAM Transmitter with defined regions.

The vertical cross-section of the transition between the Laser/EAM Ridge and
Connecting Waveguide is shown in Figure 51. The Connecting Waveguide sections consist of a
dielectric nitride layer that serves as the protective layer when opening the DBR region (Layer
18 in Table 1), as well as an amorphous silicon cover layer (Layer 19 in Table 1). Dielectric
BCB is spun on top of all regions, except the laser and EAM ridges, to reduce capacitance
between bonded regions.
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Figure 51: Cross section of the transition between the active laser and connecting waveguide
region.

However, after the fabrication of the ECSNL gratings a build-up, or fillet, of SOG likely
remains on the end walls of the laser and EAM ridges, which has an approximate height of 0.2
µm. This build-up was approximated by the grey triangular region of SOG shown in Fig. 52 and
values of κx were found for five interfaces between the Laser/EAM ridge and Connecting
Waveguide section.
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Figure 52: Diagram of potential SOG build up with overlap intensities for each interface
analyzed.

Even for the thickest SOG build-up, the vertical intensity overlap of the Laser/EAM ridge
and subsequent Connecting Waveguide sections were all above 96% (Table 6). In the lateral
direction, the thickest approximation of SOG build-up reduced lateral ∆n to 0.000061; however,
lateral ∆n rapidly increased to 0.0055 as the SOG thickness decreased. Since the extremely low
∆n values are present for only a fraction of a micron in a 10 µm long section, diffraction within
such a small area is minimal. Therefore, we expect no significant losses due to SOG build-up at
the waveguide junctions at either ends of the laser and EAM ridges. The lateral intensity overlap
κy is 98.6% between the Laser/EAM Ridge and Connecting Waveguide (Table 7).
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Table 6: Vertical Intensity Overlap Values for SOG Build-Up (Fig. 48)

st

Waveguide Junction

Intensity Overlap κx

Laser/EAM Ridge to 1st SOG build-up section

0.964

nd

1 SOG build-up section to 2 SOG build-up section

0.9999

2nd SOG build-up section to 3rd SOG build-up section

0.9999

3rd SOG build-up section to 4th SOG build-up section

0.9999

4th SOG build-up section to Connecting Waveguide

0.9893

The DBR gratings are located within layers 12 and 13 of the Laser/EAM structure (Table
1) as indicated in Table 4. Figure 53 shows the transition between the Connecting Waveguide
and the DBR Grating Waveguide where the vertical intensity overlap, kx, is 92.7%.

Figure 53: Transition between the Connecting Waveguide and the DBR Grating Waveguide
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A summary of intensity overlaps, corresponding to the vertical (x) electric fields (Fig.
54a) and horizontal (y) electric fields (Fig. 54b) for all waveguide junctions in both the vertical
and lateral directions, is shown below in Table 7.

Table 7: Waveguide Intensity Overlap Values
Waveguide Junction
Laser/EAM Ridge to Connecting Waveguide

κx
0.9902

Laser/EAM Ridge to 1st SOG build-up section

0.964

1st SOG build-up section to 2nd SOG build-up section

0.9999

nd

rd

2 SOG build-up section to 3 SOG build-up section

0.9999

3rd SOG build-up section to 4th SOG build-up section

0.9999

4th SOG build-up section to Connecting Waveguide

0.9893

Connecting Waveguide to DBR Gratings

(a)
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0.927

κy
0.986

0.9994

Figure 54: a) Vertical (x-direction) index profile and Ey electric field profile of the Laser/EAM
ridge, Connecting Waveguide, and DBR Gratings (Tables 1, 3, and 4); and b) horizontal (ydirection) index profile and Ey electric field profile of Laser/EAM ridge, Connecting Waveguide,
and DBR Gratings.

3.4 Broad-Area Laser Characterization
Characterizing Broad-Area (BA) lasers provides insight on initial performance of the
epitaxial structure (Table 1) as well potential lasing wavelength. A 100 µm wide laser stripe is
fabricated by etching the sacrificial InP, InGaAs/InGaAsP cap layers, and subsequent InP layers
down to the etch stop (Layer 20 in Table 1). The contacts of the BA lasers are created by
depositing p-metals onto the 100 µm wide stripes. The backside is then lapped to a thickness
between 125-150 µm and n-metal is deposited. After annealing, the sample is then cleaved into
various laser lengths of 250, 500, and 750 µm long for testing.
The maximum optical power, slope efficiency, threshold current, and series resistance
values are measured from the Light-Current-Voltage (LIV) curves. All BAs are tested with a
pulsed current with a width of 2 µs and a 0.2% duty cycle at 25 ºC.
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Figure 55: LIV curve for a 250 µm long, near 1310 nm broad-area laser.

Figure 55 shows the LIV curve for a 250 µm long broad-area laser as a function of
applied pulsed current range from 0 to 1 A. The maximum produced optical power is 101.2 mW
at 1 A. The slope efficiency of the device is measured to be 0.1948 W/A. Threshold current is
measured to be 485.7 mA, which corresponds to a threshold current density of 1943 A/cm2. The
series resistance is measured to be 1.213 Ω.
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Figure 56: LIV curve for a 500 µm long, near 1310 nm broad-area laser.

Figure 56 shows the LIV curves for a 500 µm long BA laser as a function of applied
pulsed current ranging from 0 to 1.2 A. The maximum optical power is 66.5 mW at 1.2 A with a
Slope Efficiency of 0.1486 W/A. The threshold current is 747.5 mA, which corresponds to a
threshold current density of 1495 A/cm2. The series resistance is 0.7986 Ω.
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Figure 57: LIV curve for a 750 µm long, near 1310 nm broad-area laser.

Figure 57 shows the LIV curves for a 750 µm long BA laser as a function of applied
pulsed current ranging from 0 to 2 A. Maximum power is 96.24 mW at an applied pulsed current
of 2 A with a measured Slope Efficiency of 0.1093 W/A. Threshold current is measured to be
1098 mA, which corresponds to a threshold current density of 1464 A/cm2. The series resistance
is 0.7628 Ω.
Figures 55-57 show the devices with the highest maximum optical power and Slope
Efficiency for broad-area laser lengths of 250, 500, and 750 µm out of 28 devices tested. The
internal losses of these BA laser can be related to the imaginary part of the complex effective
index, which is denoted as WZI in the Waveguide III software, given by:
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4𝜋
𝛼𝑖 = 𝑊𝑍𝐼 ( ) 104
𝜆0

(21)

where the free-space wavelength, 𝜆0 , is in microns requiring a correction factor of 104 to convert
the units of loss to cm-1. From Waveguide III, the internal loss is calculated to be ~16 cm-1 after
considering doping losses for each layer within the BA structure.
Internal losses of the broad area laser with uncoated facets can be approximated from the
experimental data acquired from
1
𝛼𝑖 = 𝜂𝑖 ∗ ln ( ) ∗ 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒
𝑅

(22)

The internal quantum efficiency is 𝜂𝑖 , the reflectivity of each laser facets is 𝑅, and 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒
is the slope of the linear fit line of the inverse external differential quantum efficiency (ηd) as a
function of cavity length [53]. The reflectivity of the laser facets, R, is determined through the
following expression where 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective index of the laser ridge and 𝑛𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the effective
index of air:
2

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 − 𝑛𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝑅=(
) = 0.29
𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝑛𝑎𝑖𝑟

(23)

The external differential quantum efficiency, 𝜂𝑑 , is defined by the following equation
where q is the charge of an electron, λ is wavelength, ℎ is Planck’s constant, and the speed of
light c.
𝜂𝑑 = 2

Δ𝑃 𝑞𝜆
[ ]
Δ𝐼 ℎ𝑐

(24)

Slope efficiency is defined as the ratio of the differential output power divided by the
differential input current and is doubled in (24) since the optical output is measured from one
facet.
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Table 8: Slope Efficiency (ΔP/ΔI), External Differential Quantum Efficiency, and inverse
External Differential Quantum Efficiency for all broad-area lasers tested for every different
length.
Cavity Length

Slope Efficiency (2 External Differential
uncoated facets)
Quantum Efficiency

L (microns)

250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
750.00
750.00
750.00
750.00
750.00
750.00

0.389660578
0.357233016
0.293923907
0.324998724
0.341120387
0.320483459
0.314664714
0.248587554
0.31888958
0.246498376
0.297101829
0.2970799
0.301090879
0.288857998
0.261233317
0.248822549
0.233951914
0.272115953
0.254230983
0.294850584
0.195025689
0.169663018
0.187315516
0.21865896
0.196810925
0.196576498

0.406496845
0.372668169
0.30662363
0.339041113
0.355859353
0.334330755
0.328260596
0.259328406
0.332668008
0.257148959
0.309938863
0.309915986
0.314100269
0.301338836
0.272520561
0.259573555
0.244060396
0.283873408
0.265215674
0.307590346
0.203452266
0.176993736
0.195408955
0.228106672
0.205314637
0.205070081

2.460043692
2.683352334
3.261327248
2.949494799
2.810098968
2.991049986
3.046360155
3.856114396
3.005999908
3.888796608
3.226442763
3.226680924
3.183696732
3.318523471
3.669447897
3.85247257
4.097346459
3.522696987
3.770516222
3.251077326
4.915157844
5.649917454
5.117472744
4.383913863
4.870573354
4.876381743

Table 8 gives the cavity length (µm), slope efficiency for both uncoated facets (W/A),
external differential quantum efficiency (𝜂𝑑 ), and inverse external differential quantum
efficiency (1/𝜂𝑑 ) for each broad-area laser tested.
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Figure 58: Inverse of the External Differential Quantum Efficiency as a function of cavity length
in microns. Slope and y-intercept have been approximated along with the regression line value
R2 .

The internal quantum efficiency, 𝜂𝑖 , is determined at the vertical axis intercept point
(1/𝜂𝑑 ) of the linear fit line shown in Figure 58 [53]. Using (22), the average 𝛼𝑖 from the tested
broad-area lasers fabricated from the epi in Table 1 is 21 cm-1, compared to the ~16 cm-1
calculated using Waveguide III. Factors such as highly doped layers and interfaces contribute to
the losses of the tested broad-area lasers.
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Figure 59: Threshold Current Density, Jth (A/cm2), as a function of Inverse Cavity Length (cm-1)
for broad-area lasers tested.

Figure 59 shows threshold current density as a function of inverse cavity length for the 28
broad-area lasers tested. Smaller threshold current densities are shown in the 750 µm broad-area
lasers.
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Figure 60: Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) for a 500 µm long broad-area laser determining
range of lazing wavelengths.

Figure 60 shows the approximate range of lazing wavelengths from the epitaxy according
to Table 1 for a 500 µm multimode broad-area laser tested through optical spectrum analysis.

3.5 SMU Grating Samples
ECS grating development was conducted using a two-beam diffraction interferometer
setup, as shown in Figure 61. It consists of a Verdi Laser, which is a diode pump YAG at 1064
nm doubled internally to 532 nm and doubled again by a Wavetrain to 266 nm. The beam is then
focused into a spatial filter with a 5 µm pinhole. The resulting diverging beam is directed to a 5050 beam splitter producing two beams which are combined by two mirrors onto the photoresist
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covered semiconductor wafer which is exposed to the resulting interference pattern. After
developing the photoresist covered wafer, a photoresist grating is produced that replicated the
exposing interference pattern.

Figure 61: Two beam diffraction holography setup at SMU

The grating period produced by the 266 nm coherent laser light is given by:

Λ=

𝜆
2 sin 𝜃

(25)

where 𝜃 is the angle of incidence with respect to the sample stage. By changing the angle of
incidence for the two beams the spacing between the fringes, or grating period, can be varied.
The 266 nm laser is suitable for high-index III-V compounds such as InP that typically have
indices of ~3.3 and require first order grating periods of ~0.25 µm (5). Exposed grating samples
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can have their grating period measured by using (25) where the difference in angles of reflection
and 1st order diffraction equals 𝜃.
At SMU, periodicity deviations across a 3” wafer have been measured to be less than
±1.5 Å in the vertical direction and ±0.5 Å in the horizontal direction, with respect to the wafer
major flat. Figure 62 is the grating resist pattern fabricated on a 3” GaAs sample wafer using the
system shown in Figure 61. Figure 62b shows the spun on SOG fill for the ECSNL structure, and
Figure 62c shows the SOG fill being etched back to the top of the grating teeth.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 62: a) Exposed grating resist pattern, b) Spin on glass (SOG) fill applied to gratings after
etching, and (c) being etched down to top of grating teeth.
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3.6 Second Iteration of 1310 nm Laser-EAM Transmitter Fabrication
3.6.1 ECS Grating Duty Cycle Analysis
A second iteration of the 1310 nm Laser-EAM Transmitter considered varying the
grating duty cycle.

Figure 63: Reflectivity as a function of wavelength for ECSNL grating structure of various duty
cycles (dc) and specific grating periods (nm).

Figure 63 shows the power reflected as a function of wavelength for ECS gratings with
duty cycles (dc) of 40, 50, 60, and 70% compared to the 50% duty cycle ECS gratings designed
during the first iteration. The horizontal red and black bars in Fig. 63 correspond to reflected
power specifications and indicate reflectivities greater than 80% (red), 90% (orange), and 95%
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(green) with 100% shown in black. Table 9 shows the spectral width values according to the
three reflected power specifications.

Table 9: Spectral Widths of various reflectivity requirements for a rear ECSNL DBR at 40, 50,
60, and 70% duty cycles.
Λ (nm)

Duty Cycle (%)

>80% reflected
power (nm)

>90% reflected
power (nm)

>95% reflected
power (nm)

196
196
196
196

40
50
60
70

27.03
35
39.65
40.68

24.46
33.96
38.72
39.72

22.03
32.56
36.77
37.84

Significant improvement in spectral width is shown as duty cycle increases, with 70%
being the largest. However, the reflectivity curve has significantly reduced overlap with shorter
lasing wavelengths. Therefore, a 60% duty cycle was chosen since the difference in spectral
width was minimal and allowed for more tolerance in potential shorter lazing wavelengths.

3.6.2 Thin Film Above Grating Region
Further optimization of the grating region within the Laser-EAM structure was done by
adding a layer of SiN on top of the a-Si cover layer to increase the spectral width of the ECSNL
gratings. Table 10 compares the spectral width of the ECSNL grating structure from Table 4 with
and without 2000 Å of stochiometric SiN (n = 2.0). The two cases are taken at the grating period,
Λ, that offers the largest maximum magnitude of the normalized attenuation.
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Table 10: Effects on coupling coefficient and spectral width by placing SiN thin film on top of
Grating region.
Duty Cycle
(%)

κ

*With SiN

Λ (Å)
*1946.5
1948.2

60
60

-0.0548
-0.0544

>80% reflected >90% reflected >95% reflected
power (nm)
power (nm)
power (nm)
39.99
39.4

39.1
38.51

37.11
36.54

Placing SiN on top of the a-Si cover layer increases the spectral width by ~0.6 nm. Doing
so not only increases κ, but aids in matching the index of defined regions minimizing transitional
losses.

3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have determined the position and length of ECSNL gratings within the
11 QW Laser-EAM Transmitter to maximize reflected light. The optimized ECSNL grating
structure provides ~ 100% reflectivity at a 100 nm grating depth, 250 nm cover layer for 20 µm
long. Sufficient front DBR performance is achieved by reducing grating length to 6.5 µm.
Analysis of cover layer thickness and grating depth minimized transition losses at the laserconnecting waveguide and connecting waveguide-gratings interfaces between 2 to 7%. Limiting
lateral confinement of the active region, connecting waveguide, and grating regions to a single
mode contributed to the final structure design. Experimental results for BA samples including
internal loss approximations were presented. The method used to fabricate ECSNL gratin
samples at SMU was presented. Improvements to ECSNL grating performance within the LaserEAM Transmitter through duty cycle variability and the addition of dielectric nitride were
examined.
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CHAPTER 4
Integrating ECSNL Gratings into 11 QW, near 1550 nm, Laser-EAM Transmitter

In this chapter, we discuss the integration of the ECSNL grating reflectors into a 11QW,
near 1550 nm, Laser-EAM Transmitter through numerical Floquet-Bloch analysis approach.
Operating wavelength of the structure is designed near 1550 nm with measured light wavelength
from the waveguide at near 1550 nm. Additional methods of improving grating reflector
performance from the second iteration of the 1310 nm Laser-EAM Transmitter have been
implemented.

4.1 1550 nm Laser-EAM Transmitter
4.1.1 Initial Structure Approximation
Initially, an approximation to simulate the reflectivity at 1550 nm was done by scaling
each layer thickness, except QWs and Barriers, of the 1310 nm Laser-EAM structure (Table 1)
by a factor of ~ 1.2248 (1550 over 1310 nm). From there, 6 different cases were established with
various layer thicknesses within the structure to explore the effects on ECSNL grating
performance. Table 11 shows the various cases used for simulation and their respective changes
from the scaled near 1310 nm Laser-EAM structure.

Table 11: Different Test cases for ECSNL grating structure performance
Case
A
B
C

Description
Scaled all thicknesses except new layers and ES by ~ 1.22
Scaled, but layer 17 shortened to be100 nm grating depth
Scaled, with short p-side as in Test B & normal Layer 5 length
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D
E
F

Scaled only on p-side, not n
Scaled on p-side only, layer 5 n-grin is now 10nm rather than 25nm
Scaled on p-side only. 10nm layer 5 n-grin. Took index from bottom of layer 13 in
“initial” and extended it 125nm to replace layers 14-17. Kept 10nm grades downward
in index until p-spacer

Table 12 shows the resulting spectral width for reflectivities >95% in each case where the
ECSNL grating structure assumes a 50% duty cycle, 100 nm grating depth, 250 nm cover layer,
and 20 µm grating length. As in the 1310 nm Laser-EAM structure, the bottom of the ECSNL
gratings were placed 25 nm away from the QWs as a precaution to prevent damage to the QWs
in the event of over-etching the grating region.

Table 12: Spectral width for Reflectivities >95% for ECSNL gratings in various structures
Case
Initial
A
B
C
D
E
F

Spectral Width (nm) for >95% Reflectivity
34.6
35.7
35
37.2
37.9
38.27
54.29

From cases A-E, the increase in spectral width for >95% reflectivities is primarily due to
scaling the p-side of the laser structure while retaining thinner layers on the n-side. This causes
the propagating mode to have higher intensity within the layers that transition into grating region
(layers 15-17), resulting in stronger coupling. Case F maximizes the index difference between
the grating tooth and groove by replacing the index of the p-side SCH layers (14-17) with that of
Layer 13 (3.47686), which resulted in ~42% increase in spectral width compared to case E.
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4.1.2 Grating Depth and Cover Layer Optimization using Design 25
Table 13 shows the epitaxial structure for a later design version of the near 1550 nm
Laser-EAM Transmitter used for grating performance optimization.

Table 13: Epitaxial structure of “Design 25” used for grating depth analysis.

25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3

Layer
Sacrificial
Cap
P-clad

Etch Stop
P-spacer
P-GRIN

Material Composition
InP
In0.533Ga0.467As
In0.533 Ga0.467As to InP
InP
InP

Thickness (Å)
500
1000
500
5000
3500

Material Index
3.20315
3.55187
3.41879
3.20367
3.20328

In0.863Ga0.137As0.7P0.3 to In0.977Ga0.023As0.95P0.05
In0.863Ga0.137As0.7P0.3
In0.977Ga0.023As0.95P0.05 to In0.863Ga0.137As0.7P0.3
InP
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As
In0.525Al0.475As

50
100
50
500
100
20

3.30515
3.34056
3.30515
3.20315
3.30879
3.35846

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As

80
1500
500
220
30
60

3.35849
3.43238
3.43238
3.43238
3.43238
3.43096
3.50378
3.43096
3.43238
3.43238
3.35606
3.32553
3.30876
3.20315
3.20315

SCH

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

Barrier

In0.433Al0.267Ga0.3As

QW (x11)
Barrier (x11)

In0.625Al0.205Ga0.17As
In0.433Al0.267Ga0.3As

SCH

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

N-GRIN

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As

100
60
30
220
250
100

In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As
InP
InP

100
10000
--

2
1
Substrate
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The grating region is designed to begin at layer 18, which removed the need for a timed
etch to reach the proper depth before grating fabrication as in the 1310 nm Laser-EAM structure.
The bottom of the gratings remain 25 nm away from the QWs with layers 16-18 are used for
grating depth optimization in Table 13. Figure 64 shows the index profile of the ECSNL grating
region used for grating depth analysis where the grating groove is filled in with SOG (n = 1.35)
along with a 250 nm thick a-Si cover layer (n = 3.4736) placed above the grating region.

Figure 64: Index profile of 1550 nm Laser-EAM Design 25 grating region.

Six different ECSNL grating structures of varying grating depths ranging from 100 to
150 nm with specific cover layer thicknesses ranging from 200 to 300 nm are designed for
analysis. Figure 65 shows the normalized complex effective index for each ECSNL structure as a
function of wavelength.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 65: Normalized complex effective index as a function of wavelength for six designated
ECSNL grating structure cases to determine optimal grating depth (GD) and cover layer (CL)
thicknesses
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Figure 65b is a plot of the normalized attenuation as a function of wavelength for each
ECSNL grating design with the designated first Bragg condition is located at 1.602 microns. The
maximum magnitude of the normalized attenuation (~0.0543) occurs for a grating depth (GD) of
150 nm with a 250 nm cover layer (CL). The design with the highest spectral width is at 110 nm
grating depth with a 300 nm thick cover layer. All of the normalized attenuation plots of the
ECSNL designs show a TE1-TE0 first order Bragg resonance beginning at wavelengths shorter
than ~1.577 microns. Overlap between the TE1-TE0 and TE0-TE0 Bragg resonances appear in
none of the normalized attenuation plots; however, the distance between the two Bragg
resonances varies with each design.

Figure 66: Reflectivity as a function of wavelength for the 6 designated ECSNL grating cases
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Table 14: Spectral Width using multiple reflectivity requirements of the various designated
ECSNL grating cases
Grating Depth
(nm)

Cover Layer
Thickness (nm)

100
110
110
130
130
150

250
250
300
200
250
250

>95%
Reflectivity
(nm)
42.2
43.53
46.57
39.58
45.32
44.86

>90%
Reflectivity
(nm)
44.83
45.76
48.73
42.2
47.07
46.48

>80%
Reflectivity
(nm)
47.22
47.9
50.81
44.32
48.75
47.87

Figure 66 shows the reflectivity as a function of wavelength for the six ECSNL grating
designs. Table 14 displays the spectral width for various reflectivity performance limits in each
design shown in Fig. 66. The ECSNL structure with the largest spectral width is a grating depth
of 110 nm with a cover layer thickness of 300 nanometers. However, a high index cover layer
300 nm thick causes moderate loss in the mode overlap intensity from the grating region to the
connecting waveguide. Therefore, a grating depth of 130 nm and 250 nm thick cover layer was
chosen as a compromise for the ECSNL design since a difference of ~ 1.5 nm in spectral width is
shown between both structures.

4.1.3 Final 1550 nm Laser-EAM structure – Design 27
The layer compositions, thicknesses, and doping concentrations for the final epitaxial
structure for the 11QW, near 1550 nm Laser-EAM Transmitter are listed in Table 15. As in the
1310 nm structure, the QWs are offset to attain very broad, highly reflective ECSNL grating
performance.
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Table 15: Complete epitaxial structure for near 1550 nm Laser-EAM Transmitter.

27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10

Layer
Sacrificial
Cap

Material Composition
InP
In0.533Ga0.467As
In0.863 Ga0.137As0.3P0.7

Thickness (Å)
500
1225
612
1000
5124
4287

Material Index

50
100
50
600
50
123

3.15845
3.27128
3.15845
3.16159
3.15636
3.26006

123
899
270
37
100
50

3.32715
3.41323
3.41403
3.415
3.47886
3.3858

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As

100
50
150
55
100
100

3.58104
3.3858
3.44951
3.36821
3.36263
3.29312

In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As
InP
InP

100
100
10000
--

3.23355
3.25348
3.20315
3.16044

P-clad

InP

Etch Stop

In0.863Ga0.137As0.3P0.7

P-spacer

InP

P-GRIN

SCH

In0.526Al0.406Ga.068As to In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As
In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As

Barrier

In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As to In0.533Al0.047Ga0.42As
In0.434Al0.204Ga0.362As

9
8
7
6
5
4

QW (x11)
Barrier (x11)

In0.597Al0.044Ga0.359As
In0.434Al0.204Ga0.362As

3
2
1

N-GRIN

In0.533Al0.047Ga0.42As to In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As
SCH

Substrate

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

3.50423
3.23169
3.13124
3.15845
3.16159

The index of refraction for the grating tooth is approximated by considering the relative
permittivities and layer thickness for each layer within the grating region (layers 16 to 13), given
by (26):
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123
123
899
155
) ∗ 3.262 + (
) ∗ 3.3272 + (
) ∗ 3.412 + (
) ∗ 3.4142
𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ = √(
1300
1300
1300
1300
= 3.391

(26)

The index of refraction for the entire grating region, which assumes a 60% duty cycle,
can be approximated by the following:
Λ1
Λ1
𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = √( ) ∗ 𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ 2 + (1 − ) ∗ 𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑒 2
Λ
Λ
= √(0.6) ∗ 3.3912 + (0.4) ∗ 1.352 = 2.7619

(27)

Figure 67 shows the resulting complex effective index as a function of wavelength for an
ECSNL grating structure that has a 60% duty cycle, 130 nm grating depth, and a 250 nm cover
layer.

Figure 67: Normalized complex effective indices as a function of wavelength for an ECSNL
grating structure with a 60% duty cycle, 130 nm grating depth, and a 250 nm cover layer.
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The maximum magnitude of the normalized attenuation constant is ~ 0.0601 for the final
ECSNL grating structure design. From Fig. 67, an adjacent TE1-TE0 Bragg resonance near the
TE0-TE0 resonance begins at wavelengths shorter than ~ 1.581 µm. There is ~ 2 nm wavelength
spacing between the two Bragg resonances, which is acceptable.
Figure 68 shows the power reflected, transmitted, radiated upward, radiated downward,
and total radiated power as a function of wavelength for the back ECSNL grating region within
the Laser-EAM structure in Table 16 for a grating length of 20 µm.

Figure 68: Power reflectivity (red), power transmission (blue), power coupled up (grey), power
coupled down (yellow) and the sum of all powers (green) as a function of wavelength for 20 µm
long ECSNL DBR grating.

The grating region is designed to have the first Bragg condition located near 1550 nm
(prior to experimental measurements) for the Laser-EAM structure. The back ECSNL reflector
shows a reflectivity of 99% over a wavelength range of 38 nm with a reflectivity of 95% being
achieved over 50 nm.
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Figure 69: Power reflected (red), power transmitted (blue), power coupled up (grey), power
coupled down (yellow) and the sum of all powers (green) as a function of wavelength for 6.5 µm
long ECSNL DBR grating.

Figure 69 shows the power reflected, transmitted, coupled upward, coupled downward,
and total radiated power as a function of wavelength for the front ECSNL grating region. The
front DBR region maintains all the physical properties of the back DBR region except for grating
length, which is 6.5 µm long. A reflectivity of 60% over a wavelength range of 54 nm can be
achieved allowing operation of the Laser-EAM device over a temperature range of ~75 to 80 ºC.

4.1.3.1 Grating Depth Tolerance
As shown in Section 3.1.4, when grating depth increases, potential overlap can occur
between the TE1-TE0 and TE0-TE0 Bragg resonances. For the Laser-EAM, the grating depth is
determined through a timed etch that ideally extends 1300 Å deep from layer 16 partially into
layer 13 (Table 15). Process tolerance for the grating timed etch is explored by considering three
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different grating depths of 1000, 1300, and 1550 Å covering a ±20% range. Figure 70 shows the
complex effective indices as a function of wavelength for these cases.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 70: Complex effective index as a function of wavelength for ECSNL grating structures
with a 60% duty cycle, 250 nm cover layer, and grating depths of a) 1000, b) 1300, and c) 1550
Å.

From Fig. 70c, overlap of the Bragg resonances occurs by a grating depth of 1550 Å.
Despite having the largest maximum magnitude of the normalized attenuation (~ 0.0724), the
grating region is compromised due to the overlap of resonances at shorter wavelengths.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 71: Power reflected (orange), power transmitted (blue), coupled upward (grey), coupled
downward (yellow), and total power as a function of wavelength for the three separate ECSNL
grating designs.

Table 16: Summary of spectral width (range of wavelength) for various reflectivity requirements
for three separate ECSNL grating designs.
Grating Depth (Å)
1000
1300
1550

Spectral Width (nm)
>90% Reflectivity
43.88
53.33
59.92

>80% Reflectivity
46.65
54.98
61.09

>95% Reflectivity
39.69
49.95
56.78

Figure 71 shows the power reflected, transmitted, radiated upward, radiated downward,
total radiated power, and total power as a function of wavelength for the three different ECSNL
cases for a grating length of 20 microns. Table 16 summarizes the spectral width (range of
wavelengths) the three different ECSNL grating depths for various reflectivity requirements.
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As expected, the largest spectral width occurs for a grating depth of 1550 Å. The
progression of overlap of the two Bragg resonances is apparent from Figs. 71a to 71c. However,
due to the overlap of the two Bragg resonances we cannot accurately simulate the reflectivity
results to determine how much or where lost power from the grating region goes. There is also ~
10 nm loss of spectral width when the grating depth decreases to 1000 Å, which is not ideal. As a
result, the grating depth has been set to 1300 Å ± 200 Å to avoid losing reflectivity and spectral
width for shallower grating depths and prevent overlap of the two Bragg resonances at deeper
grating depths.

4.1.3.2 SOG Tolerances
During fabrication of the ECSNL grating structure, SOG is spun onto the sample to fill in
the grating grooves with the excess being etched away. Typically, a 20% over-etch is used to
provide assurance of complete removal, which may cause some SOG in the grating grooves to be
etched away. The effects of SOG over-etch in the grating groove has been investigated with
over-etches of 100, 200, and 300 Å being replaced by stochiometric dielectric nitride.
A thickness of 100 Å for dielectric nitride is deposited immediately after the SOG etch,
which is why it was chosen to replace the etched SOG in simulations. The placement of the
nitride thin film is in between the DBR gratings and a-Si cover layer.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 72: Power reflected (orange), power transmitted (blue), coupled upward (grey), coupled
downward (yellow), and total power as a function of wavelength for an ECSNL grating structure
with a 60% duty cycle, 250 nm cover layer, 1300 Å grating depth for 20 microns long with an
SOG over-etch of a) 100, b) 200, and c) 300 Å from the top of the gratings.

Table 17: Tabulated summary of spectral width for various reflectivity thresholds comparing
different SOG over-etch depths with ideal case.
SOG over-etch (Å)
0 (ideal)
100
200
300

Spectral Width (nm)
>90% Reflectivity
53.33
46.77
46.33
46.56

>80% Reflectivity
54.98
50.09
49.73
49.53

>95% Reflectivity
49.95
44.4
43.85
43.53

Figure 72 shows power reflected, transmitted, coupled upward, coupled downward, and
total power as a function of wavelength for the various SOG over-etches in an ECSNL structure
with a 60% duty cycle, 250 nm cover layer, and 1300 Å grating dept for 20 µm long. Table 17
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summarizes the resulting differences in spectral width when the SOG in the grating grooves are
over-etch by specific amounts and replaced with dielectric nitride.
The decrease in spectral width is inevitable due to the propagating mode interacting with
a lower index material on top of the grating region compared to the cover layer. Silicon dioxide
(SiO2) was also considered as a potential thin film replacement; however, the decrease in
reflectivity and spectral width was more substantial than Si3N4 due to SiO2 having a lower
refractive index (1.5 compared to 2.0). An approximate 12% decrease in spectral width is
calculated for a 100 Å nitride thin film increased to ~ 15% when the SOG over-etch triples to
300 Å from the ideal case where there is no thin film in between the top of the ECS grating and
a-Si cover layer.

4.2 Modal Analysis
4.2.1 Laser/EAM Waveguide
The lateral index step of the ridge in the laser section must be large enough to
compensate for gain-induced index depression but small enough to limit higher order modes. The
gain induced index suppression, determined using HAROLD, ranged from 0.0145 to 0.0175 for
operating temperatures of 20 to 125 ºC, respectively. The resulting design had a lateral index step
of 0.023, determined by the location of layer 20 in Table 15. Etching away layers 27 to 21 forms
the laser ridge, leaving the layer structure shown in Table 18.

Table 18: Epi structure of adjacent region outside the Laser/EAM Ridge.
Layer

Material Composition
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Thickness (Å)

Material Index

21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Etch Stop

Si3N4
In0.863Ga0.137As0.3P0.7

P-spacer

InP

P-GRIN

SCH

Barrier
QW (x11)
Barrier (x11)

In0.526Al0.406Ga.068As to In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As
In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As
In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As to In0.533Al0.047Ga0.42As
In0.434Al0.204Ga0.362As
In0.597Al0.044Ga0.359As
In0.434Al0.204Ga0.362As
In0.533Al0.047Ga0.42As to In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

SCH

N-GRIN

Substrate

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As
In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As
InP
InP

3000
100
50
600

2.00
3.27128
3.15845
3.16159

50
123
123
899
270
37

3.15636
3.26006
3.32715
3.41323
3.41403
3.415

100
50
100
50
150
55

3.47886
3.3858
3.58104
3.3858
3.44951
3.36821

100
100
100
100
10000
--

3.36263
3.29312
3.23355
3.25348
3.20315
3.16044

The cross-section of the ridge region (common to both the laser and EAM) is shown in
Fig. 73a after processing, but without metals. The resulting TE0 lateral mode profile (y-direction)
is shown in Fig. 73b.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 73: a) Cross section of the laser and EAM regions corresponding to Tables 15 and 18 and
b) lateral (y-direction) mode profile of the Laser/EAM ridge section.

The difference in the effective indices (neff) of these two modes (3.300642 - 3.276852)
corresponds to a lateral effective index change ∆n = 0.02379 as shown in Fig. 73a. The laser
ridge supports a lateral TE1 mode, but the null in the intensity of the lateral TE1 mode is in the
center of the ridge and the extent of TE1 mode power outside the ridge where the gain is located.
The ridge confinement factor of the TE1 mode (= 0.47) compared to that of the TE0 mode (0.91)
ensures single lateral mode operation. The 3000 Å SiN in the outer regions of the Laser/EAM
replaces BCB (n ~ 1.54) to reduce the lateral index difference between the active laser ridge.
The TE0 mode profiles in the vertical (x direction) are shown in Fig. 74 for both the
region under the ridge and the region outside the ridge.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 74: a) Vertical (x-direction) index profile and electric field profile of the TE0 mode under
the ridge in the laser and EAM regions corresponding to Table 15; and b) index profile and
electric field profile of the region outside the ridge in the laser and EAM regions shown in Table
18.

4.2.2 Connecting Waveguide
A Connecting Waveguide, shown in cross section in Fig. 75a, connects the laser and
DBR regions along with the DBR and EAM regions, and extends to both ends of the device chip.
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Shown in Fig. 75b is the lateral (horizontal) electric field Ey. The layer structure of the
Connecting Waveguide is shown in Table 19, and the layer structure of the region outside the
Connecting Waveguide is shown in Table 18.

Table 19: Layer structure for the ridge region of the Connecting Waveguide region
Layer
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

Cover Layer
Etch Stop

Material Composition
Si3N4
a-Si
In0.863Ga0.137As0.3P0.7

Thickness (Å)
3000
2500
100

Material Index
2.00
3.477
3.27128

50
600
50
123
123
899

3.15845
3.16159
3.15636
3.26006
3.32715
3.41323

270
37
100
50
100
50

3.41403
3.415
3.47886
3.3858
3.58104
3.3858

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As

150
55
100
100
100
100

3.44951
3.36821
3.36263
3.29312
3.23355
3.25348

InP
InP

10000
--

3.20315
3.16044

P-spacer

InP

P-GRIN

In0.526Al0.406Ga.068As to In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As

SCH

Barrier
QW (x11)
Barrier (x11)

In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As
In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As to In0.533Al0.047Ga0.42As
In0.434Al0.204Ga0.362As
In0.597Al0.044Ga0.359As
In0.434Al0.204Ga0.362As
In0.533Al0.047Ga0.42As to In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

SCH

N-GRIN

1
Substrate

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

The difference in the effective indices (neff) of the modes for these two regions (3.326537
- 3.276852) corresponds to a lateral effective index change ∆n = 0.049685. Due to the very high
Δn value, the Connecting Waveguide supports three modes laterally as shown in Fig. 75b.
Previously, the 1310 nm Laser-EAM has a lateral index step of 0.0055 that resulted in the
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Connecting Waveguide being laterally single mode. However, a single lateral mode was
achieved through the placement of a SiN layer underneath the a-Si cover layer. In the 1550 nm
structure, we reduced mask levels by one by removing the SiN underneath the cover layer. Doing
so causes the Connecting waveguide to be laterally multimode, coupling the fundamental and
higher order modes from the active laser ridge.

(a)

(b)
Figure 75: a) Cross section of the Connecting Waveguide regions corresponding to Tables 18
and 19 and b) lateral (y-direction) mode profile of the Connecting Waveguide ridge section.
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The TE0 mode profiles of the electric field Ey in the vertical (x direction) are shown in
Fig. 76 for both the Connection Waveguide ridge, and the region outside the Connection
Waveguide.

(a)

(b)
Figure 76: a) Vertical (x-direction) index profile and Ey electric field profile of the Connecting
Waveguide structure shown in Table 19; and b) index profile and electric field profile of the
region outside the Connecting Waveguide structure shown in Table 19.
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The highest lateral index step occurs when the amorphous silicon, layer 21 in Table 19, is
removed completely outside of the ridge region, which is the structure listed in Table 18. Figure
77 shows the decrease in lateral effective index change ∆n as a function of the amorphous Si
remaining outside the adjacent region in the Connecting Waveguide.

Figure 77: Lateral ∆n as a function of remaining a-Si thickness in the Connecting Waveguide
region.

4.2.3 DBR Grating Region
DBR gratings, shown in cross section Figure 78a are placed before and after the
Connecting Waveguides from the Laser Ridge. The layer structure of the DBR Grating ridge is
shown in Table 20. The layer structure outside the DBR Grating ridge is shown in Table 21.

Table 20: Layer structure for DBR Grating ridge
Layer
16
15
14

Cover Layer

Material Composition
Si3N4
a-Si

Gratings

In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As / SOG
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Thickness (Å)
3000
2500
1300

Material Index
2.00
3.477
2.75827

13
12
11
10

SCH

11
37
100
50

3.41403
3.415
3.47886
3.3858

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As

100
50
150
55
100
100

3.58104
3.3858
3.44951
3.36821
3.36263
3.29312

In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As
InP
InP

100
100
10000
--

3.23355
3.25348
3.20315
3.16044

Thickness (Å)
3000
1300
11
37
100

Material Index
2.00
2.75827
3.41403
3.415
3.47886

50
100
50
150
55
100

3.3858
3.58104
3.3858
3.44951
3.36821
3.36263

100
100
100
10000
--

3.29312
3.23355
3.25348
3.20315
3.16044

In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As

Barrier

In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As to In0.533Al0.047Ga0.42As
In0.434Al0.204Ga0.362As

9
8
7
6
5
4

QW (x11)
Barrier (x11)

In0.597Al0.044Ga0.359As
In0.434Al0.204Ga0.362As

3
2
1

N-GRIN

In0.533Al0.047Ga0.42As to In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As
SCH

Substrate

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

Table 211: Layer structure for area outside of DBR Grating ridge
Layer
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Gratings
SCH

Material Composition
Si3N4
In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As / SOG
In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As
In0.53Al0.199Ga0.271As to In0.533Al0.047Ga0.42As

Barrier
QW (x11)
Barrier (x11)

In0.434Al0.204Ga0.362As
In0.597Al0.044Ga0.359As
In0.434Al0.204Ga0.362As
In0.533Al0.047Ga0.42As to In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As

SCH

N-GRIN

Substrate

In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As
In0.529Al0.268Ga0.203As to In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As
In0.525Al0.475As to In0.526Al0.406Ga0.068As
InP
InP
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(a)

(b)
Figure 78: a) Lateral cross section of DBR grating region and adjacent area outside of grating
confinement region (see Tables 20 and 21); and b) Lateral Mode Profile for DBR grating region.

The TE0 mode profiles in the vertical (x direction) are shown in Fig. 79 for both the DBR
Grating ridge, and outside the DBR Grating ridge.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 79: a) Vertical (x-direction) index profile and Ey electric field profile of the DBR Grating
Ridge structure (Table 20); and b) index profile and Ey electric field profile of the region outside
the DBR Grating Ridge structure (Table 21).
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4.3 Intensity Overlaps
4.3.1 Transition from Laser/EAM Waveguide to Connecting Waveguide
Transition losses between each defined section of the device can be minimized using the
same methodology as in 3.3 where adjusting the index profiles of each device section to make κx
and κy values as close to 1 as possible is done. Equations (19) and (20) determine the overlap
integrals of modes Eg and Ew in the horizontal (y) and vertical (x) direction for each waveguide.
The vertical cross section of the transition between the Laser/EAM Ridge and Connecting
Waveguide is shown in Figure 80. The Connecting Waveguide sections consist of a dielectric
nitride layer that serves as the protective layer when opening the DBR region (Layer 22 in Table
19), as well as an amorphous silicon cover layer (Layer 21 in Table 19).

Figure 80: Vertical cross section of Laser Ridge to Connecting Waveguide
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4.3.2 Transition from DBR Grating Waveguide to Connecting Waveguide
The DBR gratings are located within layers 13 through 16 of the Laser/EAM structure
(Table 15) and by layer 14 in Table 20. A timed etch process determines the grating depth.

Figure 81: Vertical cross section of transition between the Connecting Waveguide and DBR
grating regions.

The vertical intensity overlap, kx, between the Connecting Waveguide and the DBR
Grating Waveguide is 91.07%. A summary of intensity overlaps, corresponding to the vertical
(x) electric fields (Fig. 82a) and horizontal (y) electric fields (Fig. 82b) for all waveguide
junctions in both the vertical and lateral directions is shown below in Table 22.

Table 22: Waveguide Intensity Overlap Values
Waveguide Junction
Active Laser Ridge to Connecting Waveguide

κx

κy

κx κy

0.9672

0.9408

0.9099

Connecting Waveguide to DBR Gratings

0.9107

0.9984

0.9092

Connecting Waveguide to EAM

0.9632

0.9915

0.955
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(a)

(b)
Figure 82: a) Vertical (x-direction) index profile and Ey electric field profile of the Laser/EAM
ridge, Connecting Waveguide, and DBR Gratings (Tables 15, 19, 20); and b) horizontal (ydirection) index profile and Ey electric field profile of Laser/EAM ridge, Connecting Waveguide,
and DBR Gratings.
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4.4 Broad-Area Laser Characterization
Broad-Area lasers fabricated from the epitaxial structure in Table 15 underwent LIV and
spectral characterization to gain insight on initial performance. The BA laser contacts were made
by etching the sacrificial InP, InGaAs/InGaAsP cap layers, and subsequent InP layers down to
the etch stop (Layer 20 in Table 15) outside a 100 µm wide stripe. The backside is then lapped
and polished to a thickness of 125 to 150 µm and n-metal is deposited. After annealing, the
sample was cleaved into various laser bar lengths of 500, 750, and 1000 µm for testing. LIV
characteristics provides the measured maximum optical power, slope efficiency, threshold
current, and series resistance values. All BAs are tested with a pulsed current with a width of 2
µs and a 0.2% duty cycle at 25 ºC.

Figure 83: LIV curve for a 500 µm long, ~1550 nm BA laser.
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Figure 83 shows the LIV curve for a 500 µm long broad-are laser as a function of applied
pulsed current range from 0 to 2.2 A. The maximum produced optical power is 183.6 mW at 2.2
A. The Slope Efficiency of the device is measured to be 0.0932 W/A. Threshold current is
measured to be 523.2 mA, which corresponds to a threshold current density of 1046.4 A/cm2.
Series resistance is measured to be 0.4339 Ω.

Figure 84: LIV curve for a 750 µm long, ~1550 nm BA laser.

Figure 84 shows the LIV curves for a 750 µm long BA laser as a function of applied
pulsed current ranging from 0 to 2.4 A. The maximum optical power is 126.8 mW at 2.4 A with
a Slope Efficiency of 0.0753 W/A. The threshold current is 706.7 mA, which corresponds to a
threshold current density of 942.3 A/cm2. Series resistance is measured to be 0.2951 Ω.
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Figure 85: LIV curve of 1000 µm long, ~1550 nm BA laser.

Figure 85 shows the LIV curve for a 1000 µm long BA laser as a function of applied
pulsed current ranging from 0 to 2.6 A. Maximum power is 66.1 mW at an applied pulsed
current of 2.6 A with a measure Slope Efficiency of 0.0454 W/A. Threshold current is measured
to be 1095 mA, which corresponds to a threshold current density of 1095 A/cm2. The series
resistance is 0.2317 Ω.
Figures 83 through 85 show the devices with the highest maximum optical power and
slope efficiencies for broad-area laser widths of 500, 750, and 1000 µm out of 15 devices tested.
After extracting LIV data from the BAs, spectrum analysis is conducted to determine the range
of possible lazing wavelengths of the grown epi according to Table 15. Figure 86 shows the
spectral analysis for a 500 µm broad-area laser tested using an OSA.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 86: Spectral analysis on 500 µm BA laser identifying range of potential lazing
wavelength from a) 1568 to b) 1573 nm.

4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, an optimal laser and grating design was explored for a novel 11 QW,
1550 nm, Laser-EAM Transmitter. Optimal design of the ECSNL grating reflector achieves ~
100% reflectivity at 130 nm deep, 250 nm cover layer, 60% duty cycle, and 20 µm long with a
period of 241 nm. Optical confinement and transitions losses were extensively analyzed and
minimized to 5-9% at interfaces between the active gain region, connecting waveguide,
modulator, and grating regions. Experimental results of BA lasers were presented. Lateral
confinement of the active region, connecting waveguide, and DBR regions are expanded to
include multiple lateral modes in the attempt of simplifying fabrication processes. Results from
LIV and spectral characterization of fabricated BA lasers are presented.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The ECS grating approach of combining a high index cover layer and a low index liner,
or fill, within the grating region can result in short length, highly reflective gratings with a broad
reflectivity spectrum in III-V waveguides. Such gratings eliminate the need for thermo-electric
temperature controllers (TECs) in the Laser-EAM described in Chapter 1. Such a Laser-EAM
can operate at 100 fJ/bit with data rates > 100 Gbps PAM-2.
Initial analysis using basic waveguides to explore the effects of cover layer thickness,
duty cycle, and grating depth variation in the ECSL, ECSNL, and conventional grating structures
provides insight into reflectivity and spectral width behavior for structural variations. Each
parameter presented limitations due to location of mode intensity, physical geometry, or Bragg
resonance overlap that were all considered when maximizing the coupling coefficient and grating
reflector performance. This multi-variable analysis provided a landscape of expected
performance when implemented into more complicated structures. Through comparison, the
ECSNL grating structure has the highest reflectivity and spectral width at the shortest grating
lengths out of the three grating structures.
Detailed designs of ECSNL grating structure integrated in two separate 11-QW LaserEAM Transmitter structures operating at 1310 and 1550 nm have been presented. Both designs
show reflectivity greater than 95% over a wavelength range of 50 nm in approximately 20 µm
grating length when the ECSNL grating structure is placed near the QWs. Optimization of the
cover layer thickness is crucial to maintaining majority of the propagating mode intensity within
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the grating region rather than the high index cover layer. Grating depth should be chosen to
maximize in-plane coupling avoiding TE1-TE0 and TE0-TE0 Bragg resonances overlapping.
Each definitive device section of the Laser-EAM Transmitter was designed, in both the
lateral and vertical direction, to satisfy optical confinement requirements while minimizing
transition losses between each region.
Precise estimates of our analysis are limited to the capabilities of the software used, but
despite these uncertainties we believe that our estimates are generally valid when the waveguide
remains single mode and non-radiating. Although there are no physical experimental
measurements of the ECS structures presented, the validity of our results can be compared to
other studies that implement Floquet-Bloch approach along with FDTD and Eigenmode
Expansion based commercial software used for grating reflector analysis.
Future work for the ECS gratings includes experimental realization of the ECSNL grating
structure integrated into the Laser-EAM Transmitter, which is currently in progress under a
Phase II award by NASA. Testing on completely fabricated devices consists of characterization
of lasing ridges (indicating successful ECSNL grating performance) along with DC and AC
modulation of the EAM ridge at operating ranges from ~ 1300 to ~ 1700 nm.
Additional work includes improving capabilities of the SMU Floquet-Bloch software to
handle TE0-TE0 and TE1-TE0 coupling simultaneously. Error reduction can be improved by
expanding space harmonics to higher orders. Results of the complete 11 QW Laser-EAM
Transmitter structure using FDTD and EME methods are currently being generated by the SMU
High Performance Computer (HPC) for comparison with the SMU Floquet-Bloch software.
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APPENDIX

A1. Grating Fabrication Process
A1.1 Thin Film Modeling
Fabrication processes of conventional and ECSNL gratings (Fig. 62) has been developed
for SMU using the two-beam diffraction interferometer depicted in Fig. 61. Samples incorporate
a combination of a highly absorbent bottom anti-reflecting coating (BARC) [54] and UV resist
[55] layers that are optimized to minimize back reflection and eliminate standing waves in the
resist layer.

Figure 87. Standing wave within grating resist pattern.

Figure 87 shows a standing wave that results from back reflection at the UV resist and
semiconductor interface. This standing wave interferes with the grating pattern causing various
issues including poor grating definition, unexposed resist within trenches, and bridging of resist
between grating teeth. Optimization of the BARC and UV resist layers using software such as
TFCalc can eliminate the standing wave and reduce potential fabrication issues.
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TFCalc is a commercial software for the design and manufacturing of optical thin film
coatings. Simulation environments are created around several factors such as angle of incidence,
illuminant wavelength, medium of incidence, substrate, and exit medium. Thin film models can
then be built off these environmental factors to determine reflectance and field intensity of the
structure. Figure 88 is an optimized model for samples fabricated at SMU incorporating BARC
and UV6 layers with the resulting Normalized Electric Field Intensity (EFI) plot.

(a)

Figure 88. SMU sample optimized with a) layer thicknesses and b) resulting EFI plot.
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Model layers (Fig. 88a) are extracted from an internal database that contains optical
constants at respective wavelengths for each material. Equipment such as the J.A. Woollam
ellipsometer can be used to attain optical constants to expand databases.
A structure is optimized when the Electric Field Intensity (EFI) plot is flat within the UV
resist region (“2” in Fig 84b). The flatness represents the minimal reflection of light passing
through the layer whereas a wavier profile, as shown in Fig. 89, represents a standing wave
within the UV resist region. Interactive analysis in TFCalc allows for layer thickness
optimization to find the necessary thin film thicknesses to eliminate the standing wave within the
UV resist region.

Figure 89. Unoptimized BARC and UV resist model.

A1.2 Process Traveler
Table 23 lists the process steps used at SMU to fabricate holography gratings. Spin
speeds to achieve desired thicknesses of both the AR3-600 BARC and UV6-0.6 resist layers can
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be found from manufacturer data sheets. From Table 23, the UV6-0.6 resist has been diluted with
P-Thinner (1:2 ratio) to reach desired resist thicknesses.
Table 23. Traveler for grating fabrication.
Spin BARC
Cee Spinner

AR3-600. 1200 RPM for 30 sec.

Target
Thickness (Å)

1100

Actual
Thickness (Å)
Bake
Solvent Hood

Hot plate bake at 190°C for 120
sec.

Spin
Resist
Cee Spinner

UV6-0.6 resist (1:2) dilution
UV6-0.6 resist to P-Thinner.
1600 RPM for 30 sec.

Soft Bake
Solvent Hood

Hot plate bake at 130°C for 60
sec.

Expose
Verdi Laser

Pump power at 1.5 W for 15
sec.

Post Bake
Solvent Hood

Hot plate bake at 140°C for 90
sec.

Develop

MF26A for 60 sec., DI water
rinse for 60 sec., N2 dry.

Grating Mask
Etch

Recipe: Gratings pattern etch:
25 sccm O2, 50 sccm Ar,
25mTorr, 150 W RF. Typical
Run Time = 80 sec.

Target
Thickness (Å)

1500

Actual
Thickness (Å)

Target Grating
Period (Å)
Actual
Gratings
Period (Å)
Actual Expose
time (sec)

Samples are then exposed using the same methodology described in Section 3.5.
Following exposure, a post exposure bake (PEB) is required for 90 sec prior to developing. If
sample gratings have weak diffraction, sample exposure and cured thin film matrices can be
done to improve the quality of gratings.
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An etch recipe incorporating O2 and Ar is used to open the grating resist mask down into
the BARC layer. The AR3-600 BARC layer is a polymer making O2 ideal for etching; however,
oxygen also etches resist requiring an isotropic etch. The amount of O2 can be mitigated by
having higher Ar flow rates acting as directional milling. Etch recipes and times are optimized to
minimize anisotropic etching that reduces grating duty cycles. Pilot samples can be crosssectioned and placed in a SEM for viewing ideally after grating resist mask exposure and grating
etch into the semiconductor to ensure high quality outcomes.
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